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HERD OF HEIFERS
“ GONE WILD”

one occasion,, but at last accounts*
the herd had fled to the
highest
part of Day Mountain and “ were
wild as deer-”

Have Fled to Highest Part of Day
Mountain.

W IL L

------*----(SpeciaJl to Maine Woods.)
South Stro,ng, Dec. 8.—Many young
cattle in this vicinity have
‘‘gone
wild’’ this fall hut most o f
the
scattering ones have been captured.
One herd of 11 head still remains
at largeMost of them belong to
George Staples of Hartford, Gann.,
who owns several farms in TempleNumerous attempts to
secure
this fine lot of heifers have
been
made, seven men being used
on

Hon. Weston Lewis and family ar
to pass the winter at the Lafaystte Hotel as they did last season
an-d have gone to Portland, closing
their residence in Gardiner.
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Probably the finest deer head to
be brought out o f the Maine woods,
this season* was that obtained by
H. s: True, a spare engineer on the
Maine Central Railroad, living on St-
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Bottom Ejection; Solid Breech; Hammerlest; Safe

■

H A T ’ S the use of a repeating gun
that throws the shells, smoke and gas
es in the way of your aim? That’s the
question that started us working on the
Remington-UMC Bottom Ejection Pump Gun— the
only gun of its kind on the market, and used by
thousands of gunners all over the country.
Solid Breech, Hammerless. Perfectly Balanced.
Three Inbuilt Safety Devices— accidental dis
charge impossible. Simple Take-Down— a quar
ter turn of the barrel, without tools.

W

Find the dealer who is taking the lead in arms and
ammunition. He specializes in Remingrton'UMC—the
perfect shooting; combination, and most advanced thing
known to the shooting fraternity.

Remington Arms-Union Metallio Cartridge Co.

mm

299 Broadway

New York

9

I Mountain View House |
Mountain View* Maine
Por further particulars write or address

I

L. E. BOW LEY,
Mountain View,
*
»
*

GRANT’S CAMPS,
\>
JI
J*

Maine. |

KENNEBAGO, MAINE

We do not approve of the hunters’ license this fall, but we do not
believe that it will keep everyone out of Maine. Our camps will be open
all the season. Trains every day.

The most wonderful hunting in Maine is on the 1

BLAKESLEE PRESERVE OF 30,000 ACRES.
We guarantee you a shot at a deer. Birds are more numerous than
ever befor*. If you want real hunting, write
JOE W H ITE, Eustis, Maine, for booklet and particulars.
Skinner, Maine after October 1.

T H E S E A S O N FO R
B IG G A M E S H O O T IN G
IN M A IN E
Is rapidly approaching and the prospects for a most
successful season in that mecca for all deer hunters, the

Rangeley and Dead R iv e r Region
was never better.
A postal card addressed to the undersigned will bring
you full information contained in our booklet HUNTING.

F . N . B E H L * , G . P. H .,

Phillips, Maine.

John street, Portland.
The deer
while not unusually heavy had a re
markably fine set of antlers
the
horns from tip to tip measuring 25
inches with 14 pointsThe other
buck shot by Mr. True was some
what smaller and had a much small
er head of antlers.
Mr. True was
accompanied on his hunting expedi
tion .by Herbert and Nevers Prosser
o f Exeter, and they
also secured
their full quota-

HUNTING NEWS
FROM KINGFIELD

p r ic e

LARGE LUMBERING
OPERATIONS
Carried on by the Pejepscot Paper
Company—Vose Right Man
in Right Place.
Few people realize the size of the
woods operation that is being carritd
on in Franklin county by the Pejepscot
Paper Company. This company with
a great deal of foresight secured prac
tically all the spruce stumpago on the
entire timberland holdings of the
Barnjum Sandy River Co. in Reding ton, Sandy River, West Dallas and Ma
drid townships, consisting of more
than 50,000 acres of timberland esti
mated to contain over 40,000 cords of
pulpwood; the contract running over
a period of twenty years, and who can
predict What the price of pulpwood
will be in even ten years from now,
with the large increase in consumption
and diminishing supply of wood.
This contract calls for the cutting
of 20,000 cords of wood annually, which
means a great industry for Franklin
county. The woods operations are in
charge of Orris Vose, who is the right
man in the right place. Orris is a
hustler and some of the older woods
men will do well to keep an eye on
him, for he is not only incorporating
up-to-date methods in his logging op
erations, but is devoting every moment
of his time to business, working from
early morning till late at night. The
logging camp at Redington is a model
and it is doubtful whether its superior
can be found in the State.
The Pejepscot Paper Company is
controlled and managed by men of the
highest
integrity,
sound business
judgment and pleasing personality, and
it is certainly an asset to have a cor
poration of this standing establisheJ
in our midst, and w,e welcome them to
Franklin county.

(Special to Maine Woods.)
Kingfield, Dec. J.—The
largest
deer reported this season was se
cured by Wallace S. Salford, Monday
afternoon below the Fish orchard.
It its a monster buck o f 8 points and
two others appeal' to have
been
broken off, the deer weighing nearly
300 pounds and 0 feet in length- Mr.
Safford was gene from the house
only two hours.
The deer with the
handsomest set of antlers was shot
by Ralph Buttis- of Norway who re
turned home Monday from a visit
with his parents, Mr. and Mrs. PButts.
It was a 16-point buckRev- C. J- L e s l e y and Chas. Cross
got deer Saturday, one at Indian
pond, the other near Chas- McLoon's
Arthur Stevens of Ma/ple St. got a
deer of 8 -po-intis Monday.
W. S.
Stanley also brought in from
the
Fish orchard au 8 -point buck. Ar
thur Davenport of Dryden secured
a deer iin this vicinity Monday- MrEdison shot a deer of 8 points Mon
day and D. H. Cushman brought in
an 8 -point buck Saturday.
The
following hunters are at their eamp
at Bigelotw Station where
they
have been for a week or ton day®-’
J. L. Purington* S- A- Russell,
C.
F- Hooper, C. H- Bailey, F.
H.
Hale.
ADI but one have 'got deer.
who dined at thjis popular hostelry,, ;
Mr. Hale came out Monday
with
for the menu included many rare and
his deer.
J- L. Pwrington ie. from
delicious viandsPortland, the rest from New Sharon.
Burleigh Batchelder of Kingfield
D E L IG H T F U L T R IP
saw a handsome coal black fox at
Salem last week, and being; without
a gun waited on the ground
for
Mr. and Mrg. A. S- Hinds
and
some time while he sent for
the Miss Ethel Hinds of West street,
fire arms.
Meanwhile the fox had Portland, are to leave in February
made his escape.
Sometimes the for a trip arounq the world, going
skin of these foxes bring as hi^bj as first to Egypt, and then to other
$1500Points of interest outside the beaten
J. E- Voter got a 10-point
buck track o f the traveller.
I last week near StrattonFred Blanchard shet a doe and
G UN
CLUB > W IL U
fawn with one shot Thursday, the P O R T L A N D
HAVE NEW RANGE
fawn .being beyond the mother and |
not in sight when he fired.
W E D D IN G A N N O U N C E M E N T

The following cards, issued on
Wednesday of last week are of great
social importance in Portland: MrsNathan Webb announces the mar
riage of her daughter
Janet to
George Sayward Hobbs on Wednes
day November th,9 twenty-sixth nine
teen hundred and thirteen Portland,
Maine.
An enclosed card readsAt home Fridays after February, 48
Neal street.
AT

HOTEL

EAGLE

Opite an elaborate and a very
attractive menu was gotten out by
F. L. Blinn, proprietor o f
Hotel
Eagle, Brunswick, for his Thanks
giving dinner. The coyer is o f mott
led gray, rough surface paper and
tied with red s'ilik cord and tassel.
Fortunate
indeed were
those
BUTTERFLIES AND MOTHS w anted. Devote spare.time or all
next summer gathering them. 1 pay almost market prices. Some
worth several dollars. P rofitable, interesting, healthful and easy
work for outdoor people.
Prepare now and be ready for
“ SPRING.” Send 2c stamp for valuable information, and begin
ners get instructions. JAMES SINCLAIR, Entomologist, Dept. 9
OS ANGELES, CAL.

The new range and rooms o f the
Myles Standish Gun Club of Port
land, are about to be altered and
repaired, and tlie club will probobly
he able to use the range for their
annual Christmas shoot.
In the new .quarters ther-e will be
four targets at a distance of 75
fieet* g,nd 12 at 6 . ' feet, with an op
portunity to install more of the
shorter range targets if
desiredThere is also a large space to be
devoted to rooms for the club, and
when the new! quarters are fixed up
they will be the finest and
most
commodious thiis club has ever oc
cupied.
The work of •arrang e g the new
range and rooms will be under the
direction of Henry C- Hersey, pres
ident and treasurer, and Elton T.
Thompson, vice president and shoot
ing master-.
G. Almon Blanchard, formerly of
Auburn, and now of Portland, is one
o f the best trap shots in the For
est City and his wdrk at the holiday
meet will be watched with interest.

i cew r
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pnvate possessions, and an Lrterest fish a troutThe speckled beauty : the year and every year asi it comes
will be aroused which, will j^ii© a is speoKleci with vermilion, green, and goesIf each storekeeper and.
hand instead of kaocming, whether purpie and blue spots o\er a brown, ! householder would take just
the
th,e true purpose as known or not. So moire with watered silk effecthunt, just get this splendid new:
It ! .common precautions against possible,
far as may be judged locally,
the ranges in size Loom two inches to j fire we believe the average would.
criticism! attending open- week is monsters of three otr four, and lives |shrink to something less than, $50,.
not of the rancor sort o f former exclusively in babbling brooks not a minute and that, even, is too high£ The Safest Breech-Loading
years, which, leads to- the belief that 'less than one inch deep.
It is fish j Look to your chimney flues, furnaces
Cun Built.
16-Ga. Hammerlesa
it will right itself if giv©n time.
ed for with artificial, flies
and j -Pipes, sbovesj, ash cans and fuel
Repeating
It will not we long before
the caught witlh, w,ctr(m«: bins.
See that matches: are kept
For snipe, quail, partridge, woodcock,
Shotgun—
public will he squabbling over
the
Bunlheads are more easily cauiglhit ! in closed tin boixes.
Keep no oils
squirrels, rabbits, etc., it has the penetration
24.50 jackrabbit question. When a boy than trout- Thiis gives them a much i or inflammable liquidfe, like gafioand power of the 12-gauge without the weight.
small enough to he called “ a kid" finer flavorIt’s a light, quick gun of beautiful proportions, superb
The buUhead can be line, inside the building.
Do mot
Send 3c post
ly balanced, with every up-to-date feature: Hammerlesss
can
bring in seven rabbitis as the identified by gripping him firmly, j af[ow rubbish to accumulate
age
for
complete
Solid Steel Br eech, inside as well as out; Solid Top; Sido
any
catalog of all Marlin
Ejection; Matted Barrel; 6 Quick Shota: Pre*»-Button
result of an afternoon’s) hunt, and It it is a bullhead the fisher wiil, where in the store or cellar.
repeating rifles and shotguns.
Cartridge Release; Automatic Hang-Fire Safety Device;
Re
Double extractors; Take-Down; Trigger and Hammer
everybody reports good bags, it is find the fish nicely nailed to his very care-full about allowing smoking,
7
%
e
772arfJjj
fie
e
a
r
m
s
G
x,
Safety. It’s just the gun you want I
81 <Willow St.,
New Haven, Conn.
a sure sign that they have rapidly hand bp handsome /spines.
772arlij% 12-gauge hammerless repeater, $22.60
on th,e premisesLook well to the
increased in the last few yearn- With /The bullhead has the openest position and condition/ of ytour lamps
.......... .
a good start, as they appear to have srni'ie of any game fish except the if you u*se them, anti don’t try to
L E E D E E R W E E K C O N C L U S IO N S now, it will not be long before th,e sperm whale.
Th© sperm whale, get your wiring done cheaply
if
farmer will want the state to- pay* however, is no)t a true game fish. electricity is used., for ‘defective;
Sent}m*ent Changing in Both' Those^ damage for gardens, and trees de He i/s an independent oil refiner wh
wiring’ is one of the most common
for and Agalnfefc Legali Deer
j stroyed, and rabbit pie will be a
wa# pushed into the sea when John causes of loss by fire.
And bear
Shooting— Jackiiabbi,t
J drug on the market.
It is
sur D. Rockefeller was evoluted.
thiis in mind;
When all this pre
Problem Next.
prising how many rabbits one who
The spermi whale is considered a ventable fire loss is eliminated,,
is driving will see ©pudding across fair catch for one day’s fishingdown will go yiour fire insurance cos.
Lee, Saturday, Nov- 22.
the road.-~Springfi.eld Republican.
Fisher/s who would raher fish for to a remarkable degree.
Isn’ t it.
Echoes otf the deer week will b©
numbers than quality usually de worth it?”
with us for some time.
Th© fact
ESSAY ON FISHING
vote themselves to the eel.
The
To the Editor of Maine Woods:
that certain, deer were,, or may* hav.e
eel is .exceedingly easy to catch, S H O R T R A N G E L E A G U E M A K E S
Utica, N. Y.„ December 5.
been, wounded and crawled off into W h a t It is and How It is Carried on but not so easy to un-catch.
A 10GOOD S T A R T .
It is far freon my de'sire to inter the Wioods t)o suffer and die brings
in United States.
inch eel swallows the hook and 50
fere with the good cheer and pleas the old arguments against a law
feet of the line in the moment of
During the next three months, be-ure that comes at Christmas time, that allows animals to be produced
Pishing is the leading American impactThe fisher must jerk vi ginning Dec. 1, thirty rifle clubs,
but there is enacted during this for slaughter /by torture.
It
lia|s sport next to the .pianola. It is car olently as soon as an eel bites. He
will compete in the Arms and
the.
mouth a performance which is so changed one phase of this
com  ried on almost entirely* in sporting will then discover the eel
looped’ Man Short Range League contests.
contrary to others that it seemed plaint this- year that was unexpect papers, but cam be done also in handsomely* around his meek and
This year’s re.^isTatioin is six clubs
ed, tha^ is, people Wjhjo‘ had desired! 'streams and lakeswrong.
tied with a sailor's half "hitchgreater than ever -before and lively
The Utter fo.PU of fjshing is known)
The sincere people of the United that, the deer be allowed to multiply
A somewhat
more aristocratic competition is* anticipatedargument as the empirical or experimental sport is salmon fishing.
States are united as a whole and de are now turning/ to the
Twenty states have one or
more'sire at least that the forestsi shall that it would he best to miake a con methodThe salmon is caught with a pole club®, entered, Maine and California,
Fishes are divided by science into that has been sawed into three or representing the geographical
not be taken away and that the re tniuous open season and allow them
exforesting shall go pm.
While
we to be exterminated,, rather than con- j two families, edible and non-edible, m0re pieces and put together agpin j tremes of the lergue’s field.
Ohio.
l
These j Edible fishes are those
are teaching these ideas to the pub tinue the present policy.
that are at an expense off not less than one leads with three clubs; New- York,.
lic, and while tree planting is going people are getting rid of their non 'landedhundred dollarsThe salmon fishe Pennsylvania, California, Connecti
on .every year, it is, .certainly a sense that til© deer is a wonderful
Edible fishes weigh from' erne to begins at dawn to cast into th,e sal cut, Missouri, Maslsachusietts,. South.
farce as compared with the slaught asset tio the summer hoarder busin three ounces.
Larger fish,
than mon pool with his pieced pole and Dakota and Ilov.a have entered two
er that is going on, not only by the ess.
A lot of the popsense about this live ia literature and do not continues casting till sunsetA clubs each, and New, Jersey, Michi
lumbermen hut to furnish Christmas wild animals in the mountains may take to baitguide then wades into the pool and gan, Nebraska, Idaho, Maine, Alab
be cheerful gossip among the coun
To go fishing successfully, it is Pets the salmon with a gaff-hook.
treesama, Maryland, Rhode Island, North:
It is not long ago that two car try people, but it is detrimental to necessary to .have an outfit consist
There is also salt-water fishing.
Dakota, Oregon and the District o f
loads of ©verpre,einj trees—hemlock, the enjoyment of the city* visitors ing o f a day off, a hook, and a piece
Salt-water fishing is not fishing* Columbia a-re each represented
by
mostly /spruce aud balsam—were cut and keeps them outi of the free en of string.
for salt mackerel, as many unscien one clubThere are innumerable varieties- of tific thinkers believe.
all near one section Of the country joyment of the woodsSalt-water
Clubs pray enter any number
ofThere is ai/so another side which bait, such as worms, grasshoppers, fishers catch bluefish,
and shipped to the .cities- Each car
whitefish, contelstants, up to ten,
for each
contained 5000 trees, sizes running no one has thought of, or iff so fail- beetles, and toy torpedo boats knovn jew£Jah> polloolis and other nation- nmtcb, the ’five hl ,h scores to count.
Whenever one goes as casting .baitsfrom four feet lo ton feet taill. It ed to mention.
alitios— Tit-Bits.
for record.
The matches will
be
is esitii .ated the four foot tree is to-day he is almost sure to find
Casting is done by hurling the
------------------------------- shot, of course, in the towns where
other torpedo boat violently into the water
ten years- old and that the ten foot the ‘‘no trespass" catd; in
Eels are running up the Saco river 'the clubs are located, the scoreJs b-ecnee and hauling it back till the fisher t.o their spawning bed near Laurel tog sent to headquarters at Wash
is about twenty yeans OldNow’, words, the fields that were
what a slaughter this is and what a open to the free us© of the city vis- faintfs.
Hill bemetery.
Then after deposit ington, where the winners are de
dis
splendid imtpie^iicn it makes with us itor are now closed, and it is
There are also better baits, such ing their spawn they run down n~ termined.
All shooting wilt
bewho are favoring and actually doings couraging to go for a stroll over as lobster pots and dynamite.
gain.
It appears that th© fisher- done indoors, with -22 calibre rif
forestry, ahd what, •inspiratkn
it old haunts, possibly places which
The noblest fishing is fly* fishing. mem in this river are wiser
than les, prone position, distance 75 feet.
has—to stand for the people’s health, 1one has traveled m-ikis to visit a- ’ It is the art of throwing a minia some other fishers elsewhere,
for Medals will be awarded
for thewhich need® natural
storage
off gain, and be confronted with this ture feather duster on the water in they do not molest the eels until club® f>inishin.£l first, second
and
water and forests as well.
It is an harsh warning. Th© posted land Is th© hope that it will look like a fly. they are cn the return trip after third, and to the individual shooteract of vandals10,000 trees killed covering a la'i_er and larger terri Counties's fishes instantly dart fiom having provided for the perpetua who averages highest for all match
at the age cf ten to twenty years tory each year, and is a nuisance all points of the horizon to look at tion of their kind.
Then the fisher eseach is sad to contemplate, and how even if one pays little attention, to. it. Fly fishermen count thefse count men so after them, and make large
In arranging the co.r.dif jonj govern
The tendency is ail less fishes and report the number haulsmuch hot air from politicians,
who the signs.
The eels are selling
ior ing the matches- the
management
ar,e top often in, league with,
the to the exclusion of the public and minutely to the spotting editorfive cents apiecehas made an attempt to do
away
lumbermen and tree destroyers-, can to the production o f private domains
Even the smallest fishes reach
with all red tap© and
restriction®
ever balance up this deficiency, to and big personal gain© preserves. enormous weight®. This: is because
F IR E C A M P A IG N not necessary to the efficient handl
say nothing about the aqtual work
The hunter, however, does not tu e the scales carri-ed by the fishes are
ing of the organization’s
work.
done for good, j. ,
> : f
this gloomy* mood- The boys
say nQt efficiently inspected.
“ It is oo'ly wihin recent years There should be a real test of slio-otThe most disastrous mistake in that the r-eaff cause and correction iUj skill in this season’s seriesOf -course., sentiment will -say that that conditions this year prove, mor
If a fish does of
we have got to, have Christmas a n y  than was: expected,, that it its possi fishing is patience.
our
enormous
fire
waste
way, and the tree.
Very well, they ble to hav© an open, week and still not bite instantly, the fisher should have
been
clearly
unde, (stood, F A R E W E L L D I N N E R T O F O R M E R
After remarked State Insurance
do not have to be natural trees cut have deer enough left to assure try* another place at once.
A D J U T A N T G ENERA L D IL L .
ComIt was trying ttre.e places without •success, missicner J- W. Blunt when asked
down with the axe, for just as soon good hunting another year.
the fisher will do best by bailing the a<j30u^ j-bis important movement re
as this tree cutting is stopped
for thought by sojr*e that after
Early in
January a farewell
that purpose,, “ necessity will be the first two years deer would b.e so plaiCe Q;ut witll a bucketcently“ This canpaign," he con dinner will be given t.o former Ad
mother of invention,’’ and all
will scarce a® to make it appear improb- j -p^e best bait for general fishing tinued, “ is of d&cidedly recent ori jutant General Elliott C- Dill by
The results
of
the worm.
This is a longitu- gin,.
come out just as well as to have able to get oneAbout ten years a0o the plan th© present and past members o f
live trees for this purpose.
You Monday’s- and Tuesday’s shoots were dinajlhi elongated tabular insect. It •of a state officer empowered to in- the governor’s staff and the present
the
enormously plentiful over the en- vejstigate and regulate f.re waste a/nd past officers of th© National
know, on public occasions not so a surprise to e\erjibody, even
very long ago the actor or reader old hunters and game wardens. D eer, tjre habitable globe except when it was first adopted in Massachusetts. Guard o f Maine.
The affair
wili
wa,nted f o baitWcirais* then Byi 1906 about half a dozen
was applauded by the stamping
of have been very scarce on the hill- !
other take place in Portland.
feet cn the floor, (and 'by the
way sides the past summer, a,nd there I cost on© cent per worm.
Estates had followed suit.
Daring
some of the men at that time wore was every reason to expect a small
H© is made into bait by being im the past five years there has been
At the present writing it is paled on the bookreal heavy cowhide boots).
Com potThis is not a marked awakening throughout all
mon sense declared that wag a nui a question if the number shot, will painful' to the worm.
He is pue- circles Qf the country concerning the
sance and niow people are applauded not b,s fully up to last year■vented only by lack of speech, from : size and character of fire waste in
'
U. W. PICKFL,
One of th© noticeable facts this expre&|sin|g his delightwith the use of their hands, instead
TAXIDERMIST
life and property, and the fact that
Dealer in Sporting- Goods. Fishing Tackle^.
the
of their feet, and the new Christmas season: wag the shifting) of
The worm should be lowered into it is in large part needless.
and Indian Moccasins, Baskets and Souvenirs.
Th© big
hauls were , the water kindly but firmly*.
MAIN®
tree can he one that doss not have animalsA preventable.
Durinig this
time RAWGELEY,
to be cut down in the forest,
and made in seotievus wh©re deer have fish will snap it up immediately. forty states have installed fir© mar
would certainly ocire if the act was not been plentiful before, as, Rear- This fish may be a salmon, bullhead, shals (oi' other officers with simi
“ Monmouth Moccasins”
They are made for
prohibited.
town arud the section near
Great , Finnan liaddie, or a tin can.
lar powers), and many* municipalit
Sportsmen, Guides, Lumbermen
Barrington,,
while
Said-'sfield
and
The first shipment of Christmas
As soon as the fish bites, he must ies having realized that the bulk of
Known the world over for excel
lence. Illustrated catalogue free.
Playiml; a fish is the i this danger and loss was in their
tree® from the Woods passed throb jh Monterey shooting was comparat j be played.
Special protection was j technical term for yanking him in
Watertown, N. Y-, yesterday. There ively poorM. L. (jETCHELL CO.,
■©ORLested areas, have -begun to ex
piece this Ibefore he can get away*.
Msix©
Were five flat oars loaded with ever afforded the Whi\r.>ey
If th© ercise police power more freely and Monmouth,
green trees, and to-day eight cars year, it being imdiersiood that the fisher is using a pole, he
should , intelligently through varying agem~
were added to the num-iber, all going: fish and game commission have |lay it dcv,rn and play the fish hand cie© to control and abate it.
RODS AND SNOWSHOES
Of
to New York and Boston, and it is some arrangement for the ©a e of over hand
late, especially, civic and' coinmerer t
I
make Ran gel ey wood and. upW*
fair to presume that Boston
and |th© deer on the Whitney land. This
some fishes aoe known as game bodies are recognizing their respon- bamboo rods for fly fisfhing
*,/»*/*>
mean, a& fishes.
other eastern cities get a great man is good if it docs not/
This is net b.ecarfse of their sibility in the matter, ancT are be- trolling. Rods to let.
Saowishit'/vki
some
fear,
that,
the
game
will
be
more from the State of Maine.
flavor, .but .because they jump into ginning to take a determined hand to ordea*.
Think it over and see if
the protected there to the exclusion of th© air when hooked. Many fishers in bettering fire waste conditionsE. T . HOAR, Rangeley, W-s.
Anglers’ Association /Ca.nnct grasp |other tracts, and then son © party refuse haughtily to fish for any gam
Telling a merchant1or house,holden
fishes.
The best way* to get a that the fire loss of the
this idea aad get behind it and push ! ° onre .* " * *
tlus
country
FREE INFORMATION ON HOW TO
and find it well stocked, at
the game-fish is to* play hinu ti'il he
it a, little, and protect the forests.
each year amounts to more than the
DO TANNING—Send for our illus
expens©
0f
the
state,
he
case
of
the
Very respectfully,
jumps and then stun him1 with
a national debt) doe© not start him! to
trated circulars; on taxidermist work,
protection.
If
the
plr.ee
is
so
clubS. E- Stanton.
thinking very earnestly* about
the custom tanning and manufacturing o f
good, why not make it state prop
•Tine leading g(ame fi-b of the matter, but it should jar him* into ladies’ furs, robes, coats, rugs,, glove*
erty, in whiic.lt cais© there will not
United States is the speckled beau- action, to tell hint that) th© fir© loss and mittens, from the trapper
weak
SU B SC R IB E FOR MAINfE WOODS.
appear to be the state’s care
of
ty.
Uncultivated .pe teon® call this is $500. a minute, every minute of er. W. W. Weaver, Reading, Miirb,

If you find 12 gauge guns and loads'
too heavy and a bit slow in an all-day

7lllavlin

$

WILL ANGLERS
ASSOCIATION HELP?

To Save Slaughter of Trees as
Well as the Game.

TAXIDERMISTS
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Fresh Coro On the Cob
—or Dw^/ K ernels?
There’s no question as to which you would choose to
-eat. And there’s just as much difference between fresh
tobacco in the Sickle Plug and dried-up particles of sliced
-or granulated tobacco.
All the natural tobacco flavor and mois ture are pressed
into the Sickle Plug, and kept in by the natural leaf
wrapper. You whittle a pipeful off the plug as you use it
— that is w hy you always get it fresh— always get a
slow-burning, sweet, cool, satisfying smoke.
Economical, because you get m ore tobacco— there’s
no package to pay for. And there's no waste. All good
dealers sell Sickle— try a pipeful today.

3 O u n c es
10 c

S lic e it as
you use

proud to have you com e up and face
the people.
I must consider
th-e
m ajority of the people
who are
present rather than one person. If
you are fair you should not he afraid to face tie public. I do not
feel like holding the people
here,
but i will reserve time to-morrow
night, and will take it up
then.
Will you agree to that?”
Questioner:
now.”

“I

will

O T A R T on your fall hunt supplied with Peters Shells—the
O ammunition that you can always depend on for shooting
quality and results.
i
It is not necessary to use high-priced ammunition to win success
a^the traps or in tne field.

answer

Mr. Knowles:
“ You are asking
questions now:
I have not any
more time to-nightIf you want
to see me, come to my hotel- You
are like many of the skeptics, but
I will give you credit for thisYou
have more courage than a
great
many o f the other skeptics,
for
you have spoken ”
Artist, Knowles did not seem at
all willing to go pu with the debate,
although Mr. Conners waa ready and
willingThe “primitive man’-’ con 
cluded his engagement In the Opera
House on Wednesday night and left
on Thursday for Boston,
while Mr
Conners was obliged to leave on
Wednesday morning on his return
to Nor cross.

“ STEEL W H ER E STEEL BELONGS”

SH O T CUN SHELLS
give real and complete satisfaction, but their cost is within the reach of
all. Barton Lewis won the U. S. Amateur Championship at Dayton, O.,
June 17, 1913, scoring 195 out of 200 with Peters “ Target” — medium
priced shell for Bulk Smokeless. Chas. A. Young won the Professional
Championship of the United States, scoring 197 out of 200 with Peters
“ High Gun” — medium priced Shell for Dense Smokeless.
Say PETERS when buying ammunition for your next tournament or hunt.
Sportsmen’s Handy Book, with 1913 Game Laws. FREE for the asking.

THE PETERS CARTRIDGE COMPANY, 09385365
__
Branches:

N E W YO R K

N E W O RLEAN S

___

SAN FRANCISCO

G E N U IN E PA L M E R

T R IF L E IN C O N S IS T E N T .

KnowUes’ yarns were
considered
Waterproof, Oil Tan Moccasins
more amusing than convincing by
Tanned
and manufactured by the
Bangor men. who know 1 anything o f
original
JOHN PALMER who
the woods, and all through
his
for over thirty years has made
talks and interviews are scattered
the best moccasins in .North
j miscellaneous absurdities and inconAmerica.
|sistencies . In one interview,
at
In complete assortment for immediate
j City Half, for example, he recalled
delivery.
a
time
when
in
his
home
the
“
little
202
boys and gi-ris” scraped away
the
frost
on
the
window
pane
in
order
D ID HE K IL L DEER W IT H
H IS
d-eer "with his bands, rose in
his
to see their “poor old mother”
HANDS?
plae© and asked:
,
struggling through the sn©w drifts
Catalogue on request
“ W ill you, Mr. Knowl-es, antswer
SOLE AGENT FOR U.S.A.
with
a
bundle
of
firewood
on
her
J im m ie Con. ers Gives “ P rim itiv e
a question which I may ask from
back.
It might occur to most per
Man” T h ird Degree on A 'leged
where I am standing- I have came
sons
that
if the children were *oo
M arve l o f Miuscle.
q. hundred miles to ask itYou
boston, m a ss.
small to be out isn the snow and hav
STYLE 40 1-2
i claim you have killed a deer.
ing
a
(good
time,
their
mother
could
Since 1 uesday night, when James Killed it w’ith your hands-”
Conners o f Bangor, .better know,n to
Mr Knowles- “ I not only claim not have been very aged; and, by Tip-Top Hous©, which has
often moose killing have been drawn tightthe .same reasoning, if the
mother
the sporting world as Jimmy Con- I have.
X know I have.’ ’
been
so
crowded
that
visitors
were 1er and tighter by th© Legislatures,
were really old, then the
children
nens, interrupted the lecture o f Joe
any
Question:
“ How long
.before could not have been very small. compelled to roll themselves in i but if the number killed is
Knowles, the so-called -“ primitive
i criterion, these restrictions.
have
you went into the woods did you They would have been grown men blankets and sleep on the floor. The
man,’ ’ in Bangor Opera House with
|not resulted in an increase in the
contemplate this trip?”
and women, and should be ashamed proposed great hotel on the summit
som e questions concerning the man
;
number of thes,e animals.
The halt
Mr. Knowleis:
“ More than
a o f themselves to stick by the stove was found to he too
expensive a
ner in which Knowles killed a deer, |
j must be called, however, for
the
year.”
i and send their poor old mother out proposition for the road to under ! people af Maine will never consent
there has been a great deal of dis
Question-:
“ Now, Knowles, did in the istormi for fuelFurthermore take in its present financial condi . to the extinction of moose in this
cussion on that s u b je c t, and many
it ever occur to you that
people whatever the ages cf any of them, tion, and one of the first
official ! State.
who were not in the theatre have
If we are permitting
too
would be skeptical, that better proof they couldn’t have bean a very en acts of President Morris McDonald
Inquired o f the News as to just what
many to be killed now, we muist
would, produce more confidence in terprising set to wait until the howl upon taking office was
to stop draw- the lines tjjh ter— Press.
was said during the Conners-Knowthe people?”
ing storms of winter came
before work upon the detailed plans of the
les colloquy.
For the information
Mr. Knowles:
“ The only thingi they thought anything about
fire hotelo f these the New$ publishes here
L E F T FOR H U N T I N G T R I P
I
thought
of,
was
I
wondered
if
I
wood.
Most
people
who
live
in
the
The new building will be rectan
with a verbatim report o f the ques
could do this thingI began
to cou-ntr11! have a fme ,bi|g pile
cf gular, instead of circular, and will
tions and answers.
believe I could trust my self alone wood' cut a year or so in advance, soj be in front of the platform at the
William G. Hill of
Woodford
Mr. Conners, who had com e from
and
felt
safe.”
street.,
Dr.
Frank
A.
Hayden
of Com
that
it
will
b©
well
seasoned
when
end o f the Mount Walshinotan cog
his samitorium and
sportsmen’s
Question:
“ You are acquainted wanted to start the fire.
gress
street,
west,
Dr.
Henry
Gil
railway
line.
It
is
understood
that
camp at Norcroes expressly to in
with fire-arms?
Would a deer that
-But maybe this
family were the proposition will be financed di man of State street, Dp- James F.
terrogate Knowles concerning his
was shot bear some sign-s on its spending al’l their spare time just rectly by the Boston & Maine. The Rowell of Henry street, with
Mr.
alleged wonderful feat of killing a
skeleton?’*’
then learning luyw to dig
without hotel planned under the Mellen man Cnrit and Mr. Bangs, all of Port
Mr. Knowles:
“ Ilf the deer was tools a hole deep enough to keep a agement was to be financed by the land, left last week, Monday, for a
shot in the flesh, that wound would yearling bear prisoner.
\ ou neiei Boston, Concord & Montreal, which week s hunting trip at Eustis. The
not sh ow on the skeleton.”
had voted to issue .bonds for
the party iis to b,e joined on Wednes
can te>il.—Bangor Nevis.
of
Question:
“ Are you not mistak
purpqse, and a tentative approval day by George A- Blantchard
T H E TABLE
en?
W ouldn’t the concealed blood
A M O U N T A IN HOTELof the issue had been given by
the Woodford street and Qrri.n P. W ey
In Effect, September 28th, 1913.
; show some effect?
If you had kill
Newt Hamjpshire Public Service Com mouth of Longfellow street.
ed a. deer by your hands alone, why W o rk Commenced on the N e w Su m  mission.
STRONG
mit House, Mount Washington,
didn’ t you preserve the skeleton of
H U N T I N G N O T ES
PASSENGER TRAINS leave Strong for Farm
to Replace the Hostelry
t
.at
deer,
with)
just
the
neck
brok
ington, at 6.23 A. M. and 1.87 P. M .; for Phillips
MOOSE IN M A I N E
at 12.31 P. M. and 5.47 P. M. and for Rangeley at en?
Destroyed by ,
This would have been
the
Probably the last man in Kenne
35.47 P. M. and for Kingfield snd Bigelow at 5-50
P M
Fire.
most concluisive proof that you had*
bec county to kill a deer during tbe
PASSENGER TRAINS arrive at Strong from
,The
number
of
melose
killed
in
You have not produced
Farmington at 12.31 P. M. and 5.47 P. M.; from done it.
Phillips at 6 23 A. M.; and from Rangeley and
A.
Work is understood to have start© Maine this year will probably fall j season juist closed was Everett
any
bit
o
f
proof
t.iat you killed that
Phillips at l 37 P. M.; an-1 Bigelow and Kingfield
considerably
behind
the
number
kill
Shaw
of
Augusta.
MrShaw
w'as
« t 1.25 P. M
You could by the Boston & Maine railroad on
MIXED TRAINS leave Strong for Farmington deer by your hands.
*t 8 45 A. M.; for Bigelow at 9 30 A. M. Rnd for have brought the skeleton before a new* hotel building on the summit ed in 1912, and the number killed in out hunting, Saturday,, in the vicin
Phillips at 1.45 P M.
1912 was less than the number kill
MIXED TRAINS arrive at Strom? from Phil the public, but this you have ne of Mdumrt) Washington., New- Hamp
ity of Three-Corner .pond, and run
ed in 1911.
In other words few 
ip s at, 8.45 A. M.; from Kingneld at 8 10 A. M.
shire, to take the place of the old
across and killed a fine buck weigh
glected to do."
*nd from Farmington at 11.46 A. M.
er and fewer moojse are being taken
PHILLIPS
Mr. Knowles:
“ That is how you Summit House, destroyed by fire in
ing about 150 pounds.
The number
out o f the Maine woods each year.
PASSENGER TRAIN leaves Phillips for consider it, but you are one man a- 1908The plans, however, .provide
of deer killed in tbe county, this fall,
Farmington, at 6.00 A. M. and 1.15 P..M.: for
It may he that this is due in part
Rangeley at 6.15 P. M.
mong many in the publicI have for a much more economical struc
was very smallPASSENGER TRAIN arrives at Phillips from .
. . . . - •
..
to the fact that there are
fewer
I can ture than the one for which Charles
Farming:ton at 12 53 P. M and 6.10 P. M.;from j tile majority! to considerhu.nters„ but it would seem to be
Rangeley at 12.20 P. M.
IT
PAYS
TO
A D V E R T IS E
IN
MIXED TRAIN leaves Phillips for Farmingr- say the pnoofs o f my trip are in the S. Mellen., when president of the almost conclusive that the number
iton a> 7 30 A M and for Rangreley at 7.40 A. M. woods there, in the wildernessIf road, had plans drawn two years ag
M
A
I
N
E
W
OODS.
L
O
W
A
D
V
E
R
MIXED TRAIN arrives at Phillips from Farm
o f moose is steadily diminishing.
The foundations completed three
ington at 2.16 P.M.and from Rangeley at 3.00 P.M. you care to go and see them you J
Every two years the restriction® c-n
•S3JLVH ONISI-L
RANGELEY
may goIf you want me to go out years ago on the site of the old
PASSENGER TRAIN leaves Rangreley for
Farmington Rt 10.40 A. M.; and arrives from it wild cost you money- I you want |structure will so it is reported be
Farminsrton at 8 00 P. M.
,
I used for a building 172 by 38 feet
MIXED TRAIN arrives from Phillips at 10.15 to talk further a lo re this line,
A. M.; and leaves for Phillips at 10.56 A. M.
in
will have to ask you to com© to- I and one and one*ha’l'f stories
SALEM
Tt will contain twentythe hotel to see meI shall
be height.
PASSENGER TRAI N leaves for Strong: and
eight
Farmingrton at. 1.00 P. M.; and arrives from very glad to talk with you person three room® for guest's and
Farminsrton and Strong: at 6.16 P. M.
for
servants
on
the
second
floor,
ally,
but
yoiu
shall
not
hold
up
the
MIXED TRAIN leaves Salem for Strong: and
Farmingrton at 7.26 A. M.; and arrives from people here.
THE SPORTSMAN’S NEWSPAPER OF AMERICA
It is not fair to . while on the first floor there will b
Strong: at 10 05 A. M.
(Published weekly, Established 1874.)
a
large
lobby,
dining
room
and
them.”
K I N G F IE L D
Subscription $4 a year, $2. for 6 months: Sam plecopy free if yon mention Maine W oods
PASSENGER TRAIN leaves Kingrfield for
Question-'
“ W hy don’t yon an ! lunch counter, souvenir standi, postFarmingrton at 12.40 P. M .; and arrives from
office, kitchen and service rooms
swer m y .question?"
T i ? American Field collects news by its own staff representatives and
Farmington and Strong: at 6.38 P. M.
PASSENGER TRAIN leaves Kingrfield for
ji il reporters, giving authoritative reports of leading events in the
The
Mr. Knowiasi:
“ I have answer and eight roonrls for guests.
Bigelow at 9 00 A. M. and 6 38 P M. Arrives
4 p Kts nan’ s world.
Ita recreative columns are always replete with interfrom Bigelow at 11.46 A. M. and 8. 25 P. M.
walls
will
be
erected
this
winter
and
e m u ? articles and contributions and open a wide field for discussiou of all
MIXED TRAIN leaves Kingrfield for Farming- ed it., and if you have anything: fur
<ion at 6.45 A. M. and for Bigelow at 12.00 M.
ther to say, either write m© or work resumed early in the spring, ^subjects that interest sportsmen.
MIXED TRAIN arrives at Kingfield from
Strong at 10.45 A. M- and from Bigelow et 3.05 come to the hotel to see me. I shall so that the hotel mayi be opened ear
Th? dipart-n 3 nta of The YmeHcan field are: Editorial, Game and Shooting, Fish
aod FUhing. Natural History. Ranting, Kennel, Trap Shooting, Rifle, Revolver
F. M.
,
not take the time for argumentI ly in July for the tourist sealsom of
and Pistol, Queries and Answers.
BIGELOW
1914.
SEND ONE DOLLAR FOR THREE MONTHS’ TR iA L SUBSCRIPTION•
PASSENGER TRAIN leaves Bigelow for Would like to have y-ou ask me at
If not more than satisfied with it the money wiN be refunded on request
Strong and Farmington, at 10.50 A. M.: and for any time as man to man.
The necessity of a newr hotel at
I con 
Kingfield at 7 36 P. M.
PASSENGER TRAIN arrives from Kingfield at sider you are a fair minded
man- the summit has been emphasized in
1.0.00 A. M.; and from Farmingrton and Strong
I wonld like to ask you something; the past season by the lack c f ac
at 7 28 P. M.
801 MASONIC JTEMPLE, CHICAGO.
MIXED TRAIN leaves for Kingfield at 2.00
The only
plaice
along this line o f living, and
see commodations.
P, M. and arrives from Strong at 1.05 P. M.
how' much y.cnu know.
I would be where guelsts could stay whs the ol
F. N. B E A L , G. P. A.

CLARK-HUTCHINSON
COMPANY,
I

SANDY RIVER £ PANGELEY
LAKES RAILR1AD

A [dress AMERICAN FIELD PUBLISHING COMPANY
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as the guest of honorThe chief given a license to hunt regardless of
executive of our stait,e showed bis their responsibility in handling higuentire disregard of superstitions) .be powered rifles. Some test in handling
lief by joining in a feast which had these weapons as well as prudence in
13 guests; and the others did not shooting at random regardless of
seem troubled by tbe hoodoo num where the bullet may travel before it
spends its force ought to be imposed.
berOf course such a course is rather in
The occasion; of thd| gathering j
tricate to arrange for on account of the
was a sudden fit of stuibborness on hunters being obliged to secure licenses
the part of the federal government from 245 town clerks throughout the
which now' refuses to buy more seed state, and their assistants. This means
lobsters for the fish hatchery at that from 300 to 5Q(J people in this
Boothbay Harbor.
state are granting licenses. It might
The purchases o f seed lobsters the lv» possible to refer ail doubtful cases
j past year have been the largest in to the board of selectmen in each town
j the department’s history, and when in order to get the sanction of more
j the number reached 20,000 Uncle than one person in refusing to grant
Sam put his foot down, saying that a. license or in granting those where
the capacity of Boothbay Harbor there is a chance of serious doubt. It
is possible that licenses to use shot
pond had been reached,, aud that
guns might be granted to some boys
there is no more money available for
and irresponsible men when there
the purposemight be serious doubt as to the ad1
The seed lobsters are bought from visubility of granting a license to use
the fishermen or dealers at market a rifle. In addition to some restric
price, eventually stripped of their tions which might be made in the is
and fish and gam e phofcogniapfaa fsx*n It*
eq u a l s p a c e t o b a s e b a ll
and
trap eggs, and then returned to the lo suing of hunter’s licenses it seems as
{readers.
s
h
o
o
t
in
g
,
a
fe
w
d
e
v
o
te
d
e
n
tir
e
ly
t o calities from which they were pur though a system of agitation urging
W hen order Lug: tiio address o f
your
«haagod, pleas* give the oid as th e gu n , a nd th e g e n e r a l m a g a z in e s chased, together with an amount of hunters to be more careful in shooting
at random without knowing where the
■»mU as new address.
fin d s p a c e f o r m a n y s p e c ia l
tra p fry proportional to the number got
bullets might go before they spent their
' sh ootin g - a r tic le s .
W it h in th e p a s t there.
force
would accomplish good results
‘The government now- desires to
THURSDAY, DECEMBER 11, 1913
few y e a rs , th e n e w s p a p e r s ,
fin d in g
Every hunter ought to be impressed
purchase
only
the
eggs,,
hut
this
|
"
- rr— : - t_ -------.
----- ■: th a t th e r e is a b ig p u b lic in te r e s t
with the danger which may result un
Among recent newspaper changes j in trap shooting, are printing: corn- i finds opposition on the part of the ; less they were cautious that every bul
in. Maine was the sale of the Maine j plete reports of shoots and a/re run- fishermen and dealers who would let would be grounded in some near
Farmer to Charles W. Carson & Co-, |ning much general matter pertaining prefer marketing the crustaceans hill and that no human being was in
of Augusta, who took
possession. ; t0 the ga/m©This, applies alike ! rather than loaning them to the its path. This could be done by a no
No.v- 20.
Mr- Carson had
been to the large metropolitan dailies and government until such, time as. the tation upon the license or by hunting
stripping process is readyThe warnings posted in conspicuous places
foreman of the printing department to the country weeklies.
dealer®
feel
that
this
sudden
econj by the game wardens in the various
of the Farmer for the past
three
When jt comes to actual statistics
years.
The paper will be. conduct on trap shooting in Yankee!and, the omy is not in accord with: the re towns. A restriction in granting li
ed along the same lines as hereto figures bulk big.
From, personal in cent act in shipping 4000 male and censes would help to accomplish this
forevestigations made by the writer for female lobsters to the Pacific coast. identical purpose.—Springfield RepuoThie upshot of the meeting
was lican.
The Aroostook Pioneer, Houlton, this article, it was learned that th-er
ha® moved to the new* Hamilton- are in active operation, to-day be that delegates will be sent to Wash- '
Bunns-am block where they will tween the two oceans more than 2,- ingtcoi to ask for assistance in the j
have coimmodiows quarters fitted for 000 clubs at which, trap shooting is purchase of seed lobsters until such
their especial purpose, and we con the main amusement- The:e clubs air i time as the state can care for the
At present the
state
gratulate Bro. Lyons for
the im for the most part affiliated
with situation|
government
is
powerless
to
act
in
provements which he will havestate organizations and
with the
the
matter.
“ Interstate Association for th© Pro
Others at the banquet and con
motion of Trap Shooting”—the nat
F- L. ButJ'er,
SHO P N O W .
ional organization.
In 1912 these ference, in addition to Gov. Haines,
Union City, Pa-, Dec- 8.
were Fish Commissioner Henry D.
Christmas is two weeks away. It clbs entered more than 37,000 shoot Woodbury, former
To
the
Editor
o f Maine Woods:
Commissioner
ers in regularly scheduled
shoots
Up to the present date I have
is a joyous, ^gladsome time, when all
James
Donohue,
Walter
S.
Trefethen
mainly “ registered” with the Inter
eleven weasels, nine brown and two
the world joins in the merry festi
state Association.
Illinois
was Sand John Willard of Portland,
white
weasel®, one No- 1 mink a.nd
valBut two weeks is not a lomj
the first of the states in this rep Thomas Sullivan of Bangor, Eugene three skunks to myi credit, beside®
time, and now you should do your
Lobd
of
V
in
alii
avem.
and
B.
BSmith
shooters,
a lot of rabbit® and squirrels.
shoppingBehind the counters in resentation with 4,500
Pennsylvania was next with 3,7’ 0. A. C. MaLoon, C. F. Simmons, A
the store® will stand clerks ready
W. St- Clair, Capt- C. A- Packard
to wait upon you.
The
coming Across the border in Canada near : and C. S- Coughlin of Rockland. W.
ly
1,500
shooters
went
toi
th.e
firingtwo week® will be hard ones for
T. White and A. J. Rawley joined
them, if you wait until the
last line in registered and unregistered
And in both the
United tbe group later.
minute to make your purchases- shootsStates
and
Canada,
more
than
a
Everyone can start shopping a little
B R A T T L E B O R O IS D IS S A T IS F IE D
million
and
a
half
targets
were
shot
early, and thus give to the clerks
Of
behind the counters a chance
to at of which there is a record.
of Restriction Should Be Made in Issuing
enjoy a little of the Christmas spirit. course there were thousands
Licenses— Carelessnes i o,: the.
club
shoots
and
independent
meets
Don’t .be selfishRemember they
■
Hunters,
are obliged to work hard, obliged to on which no reports are available.
It
is
imphatically'
shown
in
the
turn a -smiling countenance
to
B ra ttleb oro, V t., N ov. 29— T h e clo s in g
the
every irritable shopper, obliged to records of 1912’s shoots., that
o f the Peer s ea son tonight is ce rta in ly
the
answer courteously every sarcastic repeating ann,1 is by all odds
th e sou rce o f a large a m ou n t o f s a t 
question.
And they never
fail, trap shooter's favorite gun. Of the isfa ction to a la rg e n um ber o f the re s 
but the customers do time and a- 37,000 shooteus reported last year iden ts o f this state. The seriou s a c c i
repeating den ts w hich h a v e resulted in th is v i 
igai-nShop early, and you will not more than 20,000 used
have to feel that, on Christmas shot gun® -Re m ingt o nj pr-edom ina t ing c in ity as a result o f stray b u llets from
morning, the girls behind the coun In Canada the proportion was even the gu n s o f h un ters have show n the
ter have not been shown considera- larger, over 900 of the 1,500 shooters need o f eith er elim in a tin g the h u n tin g
tion and justice by you, and your |using a repeating armt—about 650 sea son or en d ea vorin g to h av e m ore
d is cre tio n used in this im m ediate s e c 
Christmas will be the better for it. 1 of these being RemingtonsOut of this army of trap shooters tion one m an killed w hile lo a d in g w o o l
T R A P S H O O T IN G T H E
good i in his w o o d s and a n oth er s e rio u sly
S P O R T a great many exceptionally
shot® have developed. W- H- Heer, i w ou n ded in on e leg, w hile w ork in g in(
A L L U R IN G .
one of the veterans of the sport, j his ow n d oory a rd , besides m a n y oth er
Trap shooting is the only organ holds the world’s record for
a n a rrow e sca p es from being hit b y stra y
ized sport that has been able to rear season’s average of 97.75 per cent- bullets, s h ow th e carelessness o f the
it® head above the ever rising flood made in 1910—which means that he h un ters in this vicin ity this year. n>
of baseball popularity in the United broke practically 98 out of every 100 p rev iou s yea rs w hen the sea so n w as
States and maintain national recog “d a y bird®” shot at—and there are sh o rt m ost o f th e farm ers plan ned their
w ork so as n ot to be n ear s p o ts that
nition.
many others who have ave.aged 95-6 w ould V,-? freq u en ted by h un ters, but
This means that the pursuit of per cent.
Last year more than 700 the lo n g sea son o f this y e a r m ad e i'
the clay .bird—now called “The Sport shooters were listed in the ” 90 per j im p ossib le fo r fa rm ers to su sp en d o p Alluring” from ocean to ocean—has cent- or better class” by the sport i era tion s fo r so long a p eriod. T ne
inherent qualities which! demand the ing press.
B lood a ccid e n t a t W est T ow n s e n d d e m 
appreciation of sportsmen who woul
Naturally,,
lively rivalry
has on stra ted v ery em p hatically that a p ercultivate poise, sureness of eye and sprung up between gun clubs as to |son w as n ot sa fe from stra y bullets
judgment, suppleness of muscle, and “ championship honors.” This whole even in h is o w n dooryard in the v il
general ruddy, outdoor healthfulness- some spirit has extended to inter lage, so th at the idea o f n ot w o rk in g
In many of thes.e respect®, trap club shoots and finally to contests , in the w ood s in the fleer season falls
shooting parallels baseball,
but between cities and even to internat flat in th at in stance. Q uite a little a g i 
ta tion h a s been started in fa v o r o f an
the gun game goes far beyond the ional competitions.
Leagues* a e
a m en d m en t to the presen t system of
“ diamond” in offreing good sport operating where strings of cities
I g ra n tin g h u n ters licenses in th is sta te
to its devotees regardless of age. contend for pennants, here again
w hich w ould require m ore d iscretion
sex and almost in spite of physical following? the famously
successful in g ra n tin g them . U nder the presen t
handicapis.
There are octogenar baseball practice.
i sy stem p r a c tica lly every on e w h o has
ians in the United States who. are
These ar e unmistakable signs of . the fee is g iv en a licenre. Tt is g e n getting full joy and top scores at th.e increasing strength of
trap j e ra lly co n ce d e d that a large n u m ber o f
the traps who might not be able to shooting’s hold on. tbe
immense I ca reless b o y s and in com p eten t m en are
walk from “ home” to “ first” with sport-loving population of the great i
__ _____ ___________________________
out assistance; there are lads
of republic of. the North.
•
Hard CoUdsi—People wlhose blolod I
from ten to fifteen who smash the
:
1
?
purer are not nearly &o likely to
targets regularly in competition G O V E R N O R H A IN E S N O T S U P E R 
take hard colds as ar:ef others.
with grown-ups who must wait year
S T IT I O U S .
Hood’® Sarsaparilla make® the bloicjd
for the ability to playt
standard j
pure; and this great medicine ref- j
baseball with adults; and there are
Men prom inert in the wholesale cover ? tih© syist'ejm after a cold as j
w-omeis and girls galore who delight lobster industry! attended a ban
no other medicine dbo .
Take j
In the handling of guns on the quet at the Thorndike hotel last
Hood's.
j
firing line but who can only
be week with Gov. William T. Haines
Advt f
spectators at a baseball gam©.
Right here is the big Point in
W E EK LY.
favor of trap shooting?, as compared
with baseball: No one is forced to
remain a spectator.
Only eighteen
Phillips, Maine
m&ji play at a ball game—the rest
must look on—while at many trap
L. B. BRACKETT,
Business Manager meets in the United States, 400 t0
5} h shooters
have
participated
There is a chance at the t' aps for
O U T IN G E D IT IO N .
self expression that human
• paoes, ................................. $1.00 per y e a r the
nature craves.
It is not necessary
L O C A L E D IT IO N .
U and 1# page*, ............... $1.50 per year to sit tight and boil ow©r with only
Canadian, Mexican, Cuban and Panaan. occasional cheer to relieve the
*uS>seclption 50 cents extra.
Forpressure-provided the rit,ht team
•if.u »ubeartption», 76 cent* extra.
•------------------------------- -------------- ------ ' ^ winningThere is a place
in
Entered as second class matter, January 21, tile competition, a test of skill an /.
1909. at the postoffice at Phillips. Maine, under' S p a ,c e o n tJae SCOmbOard for all who
the Act Of M arch 3,18/9._____________ ____ j care to put gum to shoiuldor and call
j “ Hull-’’
T u « M adne W o o d * th o tro u g h ly o o v e rs
0
,
.
.
.,
’
’ ,
; Probably one of the truest enterttxe outlre state ot Msdn« as to H unt- I
tog, Flailing, Trapplet?, Com ping, and! ions of the populai ity of aQy spoit
OaUtig n»ww and Hi* wfo.ole
Franklin j is found in the public press. There
atrnniy locally.
I ar.e several
important
sporting,
Wood* soaidt* oiHumuniatutlona p a p e rs in th e U n ite d S t a te s th a t giv

j. W. Brackett Co.

FUR NOTES FROM
PENNSYLVANIA

Winter has just set iu December
Snow' is already six to eight
inches deep, and more coming.
Our hunting season is fifteen day®
longer this year thau last,
the
woods and fields are full of hunt
ers and hunting? dog®, no hunting
accidents are reported in this vicinity to date, saving the dedth of a,
cow and calf.
8-

The fur market took a decline re
cently o f from fifteen to fifty cents,
per grade, on certain kinds of furs.
A good many people advocate tho
use of 16 and 20 gauge
shot-gun®.
Such small gauge guns are all right
if one is hunting butterflies.
or
chipping squirrel®, for the
zoo
garden®, or other similar small game,
at very close range, but the man
behind the good old ten, or twdlve
gan ge gun is the man who can show?
up the most gam® at the end of a
day afield.
The small guns are
as the Indians always quote them
“ cihild gun®,’ ’ 0 r guns for children,,
thee® small guns are not in it. for
long range, or .for shooting
underdifficulties like shooting
through,
brush, twigs, etc-, for birds or rab
bits.
Eacli gauge has its place,
but the small gauge g!un, no matterhow good its qualities may’
be
can not usurp the place o f the.
standard gauge.
This far me;;
others can and will do
as
th ey
please.
I1 have bought and sold, traded*
and handled, shotguns, rifles and
revolvers, and used them also, o f
most all kind® and makes, for over20 yearsI believe that
during
these years I have
burned
powder than the average ten
in any vicinity combined.
It
been said that the average
shoots a gun not more than
time® in. as many yearsmerely speaks of this average
not meaning regular hunters
might shoot 100 times in one
son.

moremen
has.
man
2d
This,
man,
whosea

Let some
opinion on
the rest of
furs than I
son.

theirhope
more
sea

other hunters give
tihis subjectI
the bob'® will get
have so far this
1

NOW IS THE TIME

for camp and hotel proprietors to get
ready for the coming season, by hav
ing their booklets and stationery
printed.
W e are equipped with m odem
machines and type, and can furnish
everything necessary

FOR THAT NEW
BOOKLET

to make it the most attractive you
have ever had.
Write for samples and prices, and
we will help you plan your book to
make it a business getter.
DO IT NOW!

MAINE WOODS,

Phillips,
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HALEY SERIOUSLY
ILL IN HOSPITAL

Mrs- C. C- Murphy,, Mrs. Phimeatf
Tracy.
'The meeting will be held
One cent a word in advance. No headline or '
with the church at Bea.n’s Connerother display. Subjects in s. h, c, order
H. O. 11unto on returned frcuni Dr.
Bell’s priv. j hospital miuch impro-v
FOR SALE.
ed. iu .health.ABho igh feeling a,
little weak from his retent operation
I’Olt SALE— The uuu&uaily stauiusk
he is gaiiuing rapidly and will soon
wui aM-e
yacht, “ W a-W a’' of
be about again.
sbout 22 M. P. The U. S. Governr
The following commi tee
have
aeat ins^eeticn of 1911 showed her
been chosen to have charge of -the
I# he la first o a s « condition. May
Sunday school Christmas entertain
tSpecial to Maine Woods.)
(M
i inspected at Camp Bellevue, Upment:
O. R. Rowe, Rev. and MrsKaPgpeley, Dec- y.—H- A. Furbish
j«r Dam, Maine.
Price 'will be
Tracy
was iu Phillips Satan day on busin H. A- Childs, Mrs- Phineas
leesonable to a quick purchaser. Ap
and Mrs. Leslie AbbottThe pro
ess.
fiy to I>r. Norton Downs Fordliooke
Mias Sarah M. So hie is caring for grams have been selected and the
Ffcrjn, Three Tuna, Pa.
Or Axcher
school is now practicing the music.
Mrs. George Lsiy for a few- weeks.
A Poor at caaip.
At the GrajnLe Saturday night the
The Ladies’ Aid will, hold their
FOR SALE— A good payimg miliiln- annual Christmas Sale at the church following officers were elected: J\i\»
•17 and dry goods business, bast Friday afteruoon.
Iu the eveuitng Thayer Ellis; O., H. B. M-cCard; S.,
Ipc&uon.
Address Mrs. J. C. Tir- a fine program, will be enjoj^dScott Ellis; A. S., Howard Herrick;
rell, PAlllipa, Maine.
Mr. and Mns. Jaanes Mathieson L- A. S., Marion Quinuby; L., Ella
Rowe; C., Bertha Russell;
Sec-,
FOR SALE— Edison Dictating ma~ have moved up fx-om the Rock and
Eben Rowe; Treas., Mira Hiukley;
are
again
enjoying
their
cosy
home
+i»*.
In first c&aae condi ic». In
G. K-, Vance Oakes; C.,
Susie
on High gtreet.
valre at Maine Wood® office.
Mrs. Isaac Mitchell Is confined j Stewart; P-„ Gruida Philbritk; F.r
fOR SALE)—Village arand in Phillip* to the house by illness- Mrs. An- I Irene Kemp ton.
A fine
social
I'M^r Village.
Inquire of J. Blaine nie Burns is working for hertime was enjoyed, several visitors
Morrison.
Faithful “ Carlo,” who has been a being present from outside granges.
familiar figure at Mrs- E. P- Me- j Ernest L. Mills the Watkins Man
POR SALE)—Bap horse, nine yeans
is on his Rangeley trip this week.
eld.
Wegh.t 1200. Work or drive. Card’s shop for many years was put J
Mr. Mills has built up a lan^e trade
away
Thursday.
Carlo
was
about
B- F. Bea>
year,
14 years of age and was the best in Franklin Co-, in the past
owing bo the high .quality of his
POR SALE—Furnished
boarding known dog in townMiss Densniore, who has been goods and his policy o f absolute
house near railroad station, and a
flrt-cJass business.
Mrs.
Lucy caring for Miss Alice Sweetser left satisfaction or no moneyHilton, Phillips.
Saturday to spend a few days
at
T H E H U N T E R IN C L O S E T I M E
Stratton.
Dr. and Mrs. E. J.
FOR SALE)— Household furniture, Brown came for her in their auto
Pleasure in Repair and Care of His
carpets and range.
Mrs. Frajik mobile and reported the traveling ex
Hunting Outfit.
Hoodceptionally good for au automobile
There are many things a gunner can
FOR SAIjE— Beef by a side or notwithstanding the date was Dec.
6do during the long winter evenings,
quarter.
B- F. BealMrs. Loriug Haley was called to partly as pastime, but largely by way
M O T O R B O A T “ M A R IO N ”
Boston last wreek by the serious of repair work and *the upkeep of his
illness o f Mr. Haley, who i» suf shooting outfit. For no one who takes
FOR SAi*E)—26 foot. 7 h. p. Cook- fering from pneumonia.
Mr. Haley pride in his guns lik.es to see them de
Fit 13 by 6.
Blest aea boat on who was in a Boston hospital
for teriorate, even in a small .way, and
the lakei'
Excellent for fiehing |treatment is reported as being in once he has acquired the habit of do
and cajuiot be excelled for stream a critical condition but his many ing little things, it becomes a pleasure
in preparation for which he will find
work.
Seats 12.
Speed 8
friends hope for a more favorable
himself planning long before the ac
new hauled out at the Big Lake. report soon.
Mrs- Haley was ac- tive season afield has closed.
Can deliver an)i tim© or will hold ! companied by Miss LillianPersons who do not shoot find it dif
until springPrice |260. Address
J. A- Russel'i, G. E. Russell and ficult to understand what pleasure the
Orchardolin, care Maine Wdcxh~Eugene Soule are spending the week gunner “crank,” as they term the en
at Mr. Soule's camp in pursuit
of thusiast, finds in the mere handling ot
gam e
guns in the closed season. A lucid ex
WANTED.
At the K. o f P. meeting
Monday planation is difficult to give; and, any
WANTED— 600 oordn o f white birch night the 3rd abd 4th degrees were way, there is ground for belief in the
c'lam old-time assertion that the love for
OsUvered at our mil] in Salem, Me. conferred and a delicious
Will pay $6-76 p*er cord untfl fur i supper was served which was much guns and shooting, so strong in many
men, was inherited, and not acquired
ther notice, bills payable
within enjoyed.
Mr. and Mrs- Frank Boutelier are through practice or environment.
ten day* of delivery. For further
No musician ever fondles his violin
particulars, a<pply to R. V. Plainted receiving’ oongratu'lfciticxns on the
more lovingly than does the owner of
»t tike mill or Malden Parcel Handl arrival of a little daughter.
one of the beautiful bits of workman
Cempasy, Malden, Mass.
[ George GaLand has gotne to Ver ship. the modern double-barrel gun.
mont where he has a position run Even the plain ones are handsome, and
WANTED—A neat experienced girl
ning a log haulerthis you will admit if you find one of
for general house work in large
Harry Brown and Riley Hiukley your friends, who cares nothing for
house.
No cooking ro
washingleft Tuesday for their winter work shooting as a sport, gazing through a
Wages $3-50 per week.
Mrs- E. Aat Kemankeagshop window at a display of guns, but
Hayes,, 86 Pleasant street, W orces
Mr. a*ud Mrs- Torn Mathieson, who he “is all eyes” for the high-grade
ter, Mass.
have been spending the past
few guns, while as for you, if you can af
days with Mr. and Mts- A. L. Oakes ford the outlay, you possess one other
MAI NE
PEOPLE
F A R M IN G
IN [left Saturday for their
home in wise you content yourself with a
CANADA.
plainer gun and try to make yourself
Stonington, Conn.
Mrs. Lester Ellis has purchased believe that it .will serve better foi
To the Editor o f Maine Woods:
a fine Needham organ of Mrs. C. knocking about and for rough use than
Winterburn, Alberta.
the highly-finished piece which calls
B- Harris.
We thought we would write just
for more or less careful handling.
Miss Faye WorLhley, who
has
an item for the Maine Woods.
This accounts for the possession by
i been spending the summer at Ken*
men of two guns where one would
We are working on a farm of 120
nebago is enjoying a week’ s trip to
answer all purposes. They- take the
acres tillage land, eight miles from
i Lewiston.
costly one on upland trips in fair
Edmonton, AlbertaThe land is
Norman Williams has moved his weather and the plain gun into the
a rolling prairie|family back to Phillips, the change ducking boat and on backwood trips.
Henry Frazer, the man we
are
being made on account of Mr. Will- When ft comes to shooting, there is
working for raised 10,000 bushels of
1iams’ work.
little to choose between the two guns,
oats and 50 acres o f green feed for
Mrs- Josephine Ma-sha.ll is at provided, of course, both are well
winter.
made. It may be summed up in this
j Mrs. C- H- Neal’s for a time.
For game there are partridges,
Lew Toofchaker had the misfortune wise. For one piece of moryey you can
ducks, snipe, prairie chickens, geese,
to injure his ankle while at work at purchase a good gun. For two pieces
deer, moose, muskrats, bears, co y 
Spotted MountainAt present he you may have one that has barrels of
ote and weasels.
is stopping with his sister, Mrs. E- a better grade of steel. For three
Enclosed please find $ 1.00
for
pieces you can get better barrels,
C. Hink'ley.
subscription to Maine WoodsMrs. Frank Tcothaker of Phillips locks and stock. Beyond that sum you
YOurs truly,
pay for engraving, fancy stocks and
is speeding a few 1 days with Mrs.
John D. Haleyextra hand work, inside1 and out. This
George Garland.
in a way, explains why so many of the
Word has been received by friends
very costly guns will shoot better with
'M A iim im titH iiiiiiim m iniiniiiiiM iM u iiiiiiH im iiiim m iim iu m iiiiiiiiiiim ittti of Mns- Addie Richardseflt
who is all sizes of shot than the average mespending the winter at Portland that dium-grade gun.
: she is at St- Barnabas Hospital,
The winter evening is the time to
Woodfords, Me-, for surgical treat look after the inner workings of your
Maine Stop at
ment.
Many o f her friends joined gun, and to make sure that no saline
in sending her a poist 'card shower, deposit, however small, may be lurking
there in the dark, like a moth in your
MondayDelegates have been chosen
to best trout flies. It is no trick to sep
1attend Quarterly meeting as fol arate the receiver from the stock, sc
lows:
Mr- and Mrs. Eben Rowe, that you can get at the locks to clean
s Midway between N ew City Flail and M on 
them. An old toothbrush—the stub
ument Square
bier the better—is the thing to use.
Only Fireproof Hotel in the Mat®
with a little turpentine or crude petro
§ Conveniently Located for people Attending ^
LA D IES’ FURS
Conventions
We tan hides and make them leum as a cleanser. Brush out all dust
A V s S b * into robes, coats, mittens and using a toothpick to get into the
| Every courtesy and attention shown ladieladies’ fu’ S at reasonable prices.
traveling alone
Send us your hides and furs 'angles, and if there is rust on any of
I
ALL MODERN CONVENIENCES
which you want remodeled and the parts, wind a bit of cloth around
made into latest styles.
T R A N G IE N V RATES
Robes p.nrf Coats at WHOLESALE prices.
a sliver of soft wood, moisten with
= European Plan 11.00 per day and up =
FREE samples
turpentine, and with a wee pinch of
| American Plan 12.09 per day and np =
References Miles & Higbee, Bankers,
Milford, Ina.
rottenstone or powdered chalk burnisn
1 H. E. THURSTON, R. F. HIMMELEIN, |
Wr.te to the
Proprietors.
up the tarnished places. Another use
Munjoy Hill Car* pass the door.
Milford Robe & Tannins: Co.
4-8 Elm St.,
Milford, Ind ful thing to keep in the repair kit ’ s
HinmmiimimiiimiimiiimimiiimniiiiiiiiiimnmtiimniiiimiiiiiiiiiiiMiHiiiiii

CLASSIFIED

Officers Elected at Grange, and to
Have Charge of Christmas
Entertainment.

{When in Portland
I "The Homelike House Far
Everybody”

IKCHASE HOUSEI

s

a three-eighths-inch round varnish land harbor. Of course the birds were
brush. Cut off half the handle, moisten not notified of this action, and yet ;t
with turpentine, and see what an ef has become so well known among them
fective thing the brush is for getting that this year acres and acres of the
into corners to clean out rust, dust and flats are covered with wild ducks, a
powder residue.
sight unique even in a state where
Don’t use refined kerosene in your game is common. One may lire upon
gun. Its smell is bad enough, but it them in Casco bay, and a few days’
soaks into the wood to darken and hunting up to within a year or two
stain it. Nor is it well to use the very would serve to scatter them to obscure
thin oils ’that are highly scented to coves on the coast, there to remain for
disguise the fact that their bulk is the season. But now they turn and
kerosene. Vegetable and animal oils make directly for Back Bay, which has
“gum” badly, and Cor that xeason, as become the rendezvous not only
for
well as for the fact that they heat rap ducks, but for thousands of sheldrake,
idly through friction, they are not used teal, wild geese and other sea fowl.
on high speed motors.
Is this instinct or intelligence; and
Mineral oils are preferred, and they
why should the ducks risk a haven al
are excellent for firearms, though it is
most under the shadow of the city,
as well to admit in passing that the
when for generations they have blun
old-fashioned hope oils are unsur
dered among the hunters until finaflv
passed for use on giln locks. The very
scattered to distant points? It offers
best reel oil, to be had at any fishing
an interesting the ne for contemplation,
tackle shop, is none too good for your
and in this ace of friendly considera
gun locks. Its cost is surprising at
tion for the wild things of the air and
first—but after you have oiled your
forest it almost suggests an underreels and gun-locks with a “tooth- ! standing of the protection that man
pickful” of it now and then for ten oi
is offering to the humbler creatures of
fifteen years, you will conclude that it
the .world.
was a good imestment.
When one goes out of town for a
day’s shooting, a carrying case is a C H I E F W A R D E N
JO R G E N S E N H U R T
necessity en route, and a nuisance
while
you
are
hunting.
Even
:< canvas gun-case
is a
bulky Chief Warden F. E. Jorgensen of H a y 
thing
to stow away in a pocket wood Pitched Over T h ir t y Foot E m 
bankment at Frenchville and
during the day. Here is a wrinkle
Narrowly Escaped Death.
worth adopting. Have a full leng;h
cover of some soft stuff made, with a
tie string in the open end. One of the
Chief Game Warden F. E. Jorgensen
gray cotton flannel cases guns come in of Aroostook passed through an exper
will serve. From an awning-maker ience Oct. 28th that will last him the
purchase four feet of non-elastic cot remainder of his life. H.e was at the
ton braid. “Braid” is not just the Frenchville hotel for supper and that
word, but the material is the same as night, which was very dark and rainy,
that used as shoulder straps for lisp started in the hack for the 6 o’clock
ing reels. It should not be more than train. He was the only passenger and
one and one-quarter inches wide; col sat in the front with the driver, a
Frenchman.
or brown or gray.
Double one end over into a loop and
The road leading from the hotel to
slip this over the barrels of your gun. the station is somewhat windy and
Have it sewed strongly, the loop just crosses a gully fully thirty feet deem
snug enough to slip over the barrels The bridge is narrow and the only side
to the forearm, but no farther. It will rails are formed of a few rocks laid
lie flatter than a leather strap, so that up a foot or so high. In th,e inky dark
you can see the front sight over it ness and a fierce rain, driven into the
Loop the other end over the grip of horses’ and driver’s . faces, the driver
the gun, and try it until it fits com and horses became bewildered and
fortably over the shoulder; then have plunged over th,e bridge to the bottom
a loop sewed in that end of the strap. I thirty feet below*-. Mr. Jorgensen fell
Pass the other end of the strap through forward as the horses and driver went
this new loop, so that it will serve as off the side and down to the bottom,
a slip noose. Pass this over the grip and when he recovered he found him
and the other end over the muzzle, self under one of the horses. Using
and you will have a carrying outfit all his strength he managed to pull
that is comfortable, yet may be stored himself out. It was then he discov
away in your vest pocket.
ered a deep gash in his right ear, a
Oh, yes, about the shooting coat. very lame shoulder and a badly injured
Now is the time to see, what it needs leg. It took two horses to extricate
in the way of repairs, and to equip it the horses, which, for a miracle, were
properly. One pocket is occupied by not hurt.
the license, which it is assumed has
The Frenchman landed at the bot
been renewed while the year is yet tom also and stuck his body half v/ay
new, to avoid possible lapses of mem into a pile of rotten potatoes. He man
ory next fall. In another small pocket aged to squirm out and ran wildly for
there should be kept a field cleaner- - help at the station only a short dis
one of the handiest little affairs con tance away. Mr. Jorgensen managed
sisting of a length of strong cord with to climb the banks and went to the
a weight at one end and a bit of slot hotel where his wounds were dressed.
ted brass at the other to hold a square He was in Mars Hill last week and is
of flannel. On wet days or in places recovering fairly well from the in
where there is much sand, the barrels juries, although his leg pains him se
should be wiped occasionally. The verely at times.
same pocket may contain one of the
The selectmen wanted to settle and
old-fashioned shell extractors—a ne
an attorney advised Mr. Jorgensen to
cessity in black-powder days, but use
sue the town, but he is too much of a
ful always, for a water-soaked cart
man to cry-baby, and unless the in
ridge may stick at any time.
juries permanently disable him he will
If you are a smoker, if you are fond
not bother anyone. In the meantime it
of building .a wee friendship fire now
is up to Frenchville to wfiden that
and then at luncheon-time while out
bridge and put a railing on, for some
shooting, remember the match-box,
other man may go over the same way
also a part of the shooting-coat outfit.
and the town cannot settle with him so
A ten-guage shell fitted over a twelveeasy as they can with Mr. Jorgensen.
guage is the real thing, and water
—Mars Hill View.
tight at that.
If you carry a compass in your
shooting coat, see that it is not fitted
out with a paper dial but with a rigid
metal dial that cannot be displaced.
Many a man has pased anxious hours
in the woods because of an unreliable
compass. A good one need not cost
much. A compass is like an old-time
Texan’s-six-shooter. You may carry
it for years and not use it and when
you do want it you want it very much
indeed.
THE

I N S T I N C T OF BIRDS

Three years ago the Maine legisla
ture passed a law prohibiting the
shooting of game birds on the flats and
shallow waters of Back bay. in Port-

TRAPPERS
ATTENTION
I will pay five dollars for a good speci
men of the Least Weasel from New
England—smaller than ermine, tail
very short, and without black tip Send
entire specimen to G. M. ALLEN,
Natural History Society, 234 Berkley
St., Boston, Mass.

William F. Nye

the great

est authority on refined oils in the
world. H e was the first bottler; has
the largest business and

NYOIL

is the best oil he has ever made.

N YO IL has no equal.
Bew*are of scented mixtures called
oil.
Use NYOIL on everything
where a light oil is required. It pre
vents rust and gives perfect lubrica
tion. Sportsmen, use it liberally on
your firearms and your rod. You will
find it by far the.best Hardware and
sporting goods dealers sell it in large
botties (cheaper to buy) at 25 c. and
in trial sizes at 10 c. Made by

W M . F. NYE,
New Bedford, Maas.

<
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the far west, New1 Brunswick and
At Kenne-bago Ed Grant cah lit in
Canada, having spei.it wte-eks with a trap one that ^ieighed 11 pounds.
the Indians and his knowledge of Othei’s have been seen recently and
life in the wilderness and the bajb- it is hoped they will he
trapped
|its tof the wild ©neaturtis o f
the during the winter.
Just what I have
been looking for
I forest, as wo'iil as the love ho .has
Ely- R od
BY FLY ROD
—“ A c o m p a s s
for the statue, gives to his hunting
watch.” No need
P
R
O
T
E
S
T
S
S
Q
U
I
R
R
E
L
S
L
A
U
G
H
T

trips (more than usual enjoyment.
of t a k i n g my
ER.
good wateh%into
Several
years
ago
the
fine
farm
St- Anthony* s Cottage,, Phillips, the n/uimihea’ of deer and to wkonoj
th© woods now
near
Boland
known
as
Elmwood
and
getting it wet or
iji October there
A West Windsor friends of the
Me., Dec- 8 —The pile of letters, o f open season.
losing it. Only
papers and packagers waiting me cin shipped during the f.rut two months owned by “ Sanborn the Coffee gray squirrel is highly indignant
#1.25 for large
King”
was
purchased
by
MrGif
over the violations of the la"'
by
any return home, we re like so man were only fourteen shipped as fol
size and a Dandy.
ford who intends t>o ra'ise
bladk hunters in that vicinity- He says
lows:
friends welcoming' me backfaxes for the market; but in order to these pretty, little animals, ta&ne 7 Jeweled Small
October
At Rangieiey as I looked! across
Size for only #3.
learn -how to care for them, their enoiug’h to come into his dooryard, Postpaid and ful
4, C. W. Mid detent
the lake not yet frozen over, Bald
Tcxrre&dale, Penn.,
-one buck habits and needs he is at present ex are ruthlesslyslaughtered
by ly guaranteed.
Mountain. aSa^ s t the winter sky
Makes a nice
perimefnting with the coni(iman red would-be nimrods, and be wishes at
“ Mr. Low eh of the Original
seemed bo present a more attractive
Christmas pres
fox
and
has
at
the
present
time,
but
S,qrair”
picture than in summer- This winte
tention called to the law aa publish ent for Father or
a big crew 1of men are Lumberiitnj nip
Barton,
one buck one doe 20, as lie recently rapid nearly as ed in the recent revision.
It is Son. .
snituiy to parties in New Brunswick. as follows:
10, Irvin H. Atwood^
the side of the mountain and I wins
,
toid every tree large enough to use
Boston,
one buck There are alsoi seven coons that are
Section 35. There shall be an an*
great pets on the fa<rniIt
is nual closed season on gray squir
14, Dr- O. R. Blanchard,
for pulp wood wo til d -be cut,, and the
Jersey City, N. J.,
two does most interesting to listen to the rels, during winch closed season it
beauty of this mountain ruined, and
account pf the lives of bof-h the shall he unlawful1 to shoot at, kill,
14,
Dr- E. L- Bull,
with so many o f the trees taken one
will nett have to ask “ wlhy do they
Jersey City, N- J.,
one doe fioxes and coons who seem to know or have them in possession except
and love their owner and with whom alive, from the first day of Novem
17, Ernest A- Gray;
call thjat Bald Mountain?”
they spend hours.
intend later ber of each year until the 31st day C A P T U R E S F O X T H A T A T T R A C T 
Augusta,
We all love our books, magazines
ED A T T E N T IO N to
raise
black
foxes
but
at this of August of the foltowing
24,
J.
FByron,
and papers, -but do We think horw
year,
(Stage o f t-he gam© it would be tee both day-s inclusive.
Boston,
fast the grand old forests of Maine
expensive as I want to know all a"
Augustus N. Parry;
ar-e being cut down to make
the
Provided, however, that
there
Sullivan Williams of Skowhegan
bout
their habits first.” i learn shall be a pei’Peftual closed season has captured a fox that is attract
Boston,
one
buck,
one
doe
thousands .of tons oif paper now daily
ed that one reason why black foxes30, W. G. H. Whitaker,
used in this country? Let us hope th
on gray -squirrels within all public or ing a great deal of attention. It is
Dipper Miombdair, N- J., on-e doe are so rare is because the mother private parks and within the limits slate color and he has been told by
time is not far distant, when from
fox never loves her black -baby- but
.W- F. Welch,
the field there <can be grown an an
of the compact or built-up portion trappers that the fox when older
There is no other of any city or village.
Sharon, Vt.,
one buck often ki'lils it.
nual supply of material needed for
will be a silver gray-or a black onefur that gold will adhere to, and
A. D. Welch,
the manufacture of all the paper the
Whoever shall shoot or kill or He caupht the fox in Athens in one
Summit,, N- J.,
one doe Royalty- buy every'- black fox skin have in possession any gray ejquir- of the traps that he had set for a
world can ulse, and that the forest
went that i-t is possible to purchase and re'l in violation o f any of the pro red one.
we each and all love so much can Of this number all but one
their elegant f Ur with gold sparkle
be left for the home of the birds, th out o f the state on a; $25 licensevisions of this section shall pay a
like diamonds and are prized mere
November |
deer, moose and wild creatures who
fine of not more than five dollars
COW M O OSE S E IZ E D
than ermine- Without doubt Maine and costs for each .offenselive therein1, Fred T- Little,
Boston,
one buck, one doe is a perfect climate for fox farming
The first cow moose seizure
re * /
and that there are not only thous N E W H O T E L A T N O R T H A N S O N
3,
Cyril
F.
Dois/possos,
At Ramre’leyi station the agent,
ported in Bangor during the present
ands-, but millions of dollars that
New
York,
one
buck,
one
do
O. C- Davis kindly* helped me to find
Warden
will slater he co|ming into this state I The new hotel at North
Ans-on game season was that by
E. T- Steadanan,
Hoboken, N. J.,
one buck in exchange for black fox skins.' Mr. was for many years the home of the Macomlber cf Hancock county, who
Gifford finds the coon a wonderful J late Samuel Bunker, and Later was shipped the carcass to Chief Warden
6, T. D. W aterbW ,
vT
The moose was
ntertaininfj and affect onate pet and! bought by the Carrabassett corn- Berkinra, Saturday.
Brooklyn, N. Y.,
one buck
he is buying every- live coon
and pany and had been made into a found dead .on the Trenton road, near
8, E- E. Blake,
iL
fiotx that he can and hopes
by hotel, but was not completed- Since Ellsworth, but the identity of the
Biddefoird,
study and experiment
to
raise the conflagration this property has peitson who sket it is not known- 19, O. W. Pattee,
by
The Elmwood been acquired by N- W. Murphy and Warden Macomber was notified
Livermore Fails/,
doe them in captivity*
and
he
22, Benj. Brooks,
Farm is one Of the best located in under the supervision of E- F. Max the people who found it,
Lewiston,
buck Maine for the foxes who in that im of Madison,, Mr- Murphy’s hotel shipped the car casts here at once. \
22, Peter Jameson,
section have always been “at home’ ’ is gradually nearing cqmipuetio-n and Warden Perkins will dispose of it
Lewiston,
doe in large numbers and the fur buyer When finished will be one of the to Bangor marketmen— the lightest, finest,
F- M. Furbish,
has isent many perfect skins to the finest in Somerset county. 'The out
Fifty-six de,er and one moose ar
w h i t e s t bread and
(market
captured
in
Androscoggin!
Auburn,
one
buck,
one
do.e
side
is
very
attractive
with
big
rived
in Ban/ ,or from 4 p- in. Fridaymore loaves to every
making just 12 deer, seven of which -county*.
The gray fox that Orrin roomy piazzas on three sides and to 2 p- in. Saturday, making the to- I
sack—
were bucksThe hunting never Haley -caught last Week Mr. Gifford being located on B-unkor Hill, affords tal receipts to date, 1,861 deer, ' 46
—the tenderest, flakiest
and most digestible pas
was better around Rangeley
than offered $425 for and said but for the a fine view,
Th>e interior of the moose and 13 bearstry—
this fall and many a deer took an paw that was injured in the trap hotel1 is finished in cypress
and
Cihief Warden Ray Neal left Satur
—cake and biscuits and
automobile ride after ho wa-s shot, he woulld have offered more,
but hard pine and has uothio ceilings. day afternoon for a we©k-end visit
everything else you bake
from Rangeley tp the citylater Mr. Haley sold the fox for The parlor has a handisome fireplace, to his home in Waldo,
— yours by specifying
William Tell, the flour
the tile having been designed
in
A. H. Cole of Hampden returned,
that is milled only from
Boston, and made especially for this Saturday morning, from
the best Ohio Red Winter
The Mountain View guests- of 1913
Stacyville,
Wheat by a special pat
Not long ago H- L. Wdlch
at hotel.
will rememibetr G. Irving Pevear who
where
he
obtained
a
fine
170
pound
ented process that makes
from
for the season odcupied the lajst Haines Lauding received
bu/ck.
The
anllers
were
handsome,
it richest in n u tritive
POPULAR W IT H T H E YO UNG ER
value.'
cottage and was. callied! “ Bill Taft-” Chesham, Canada- a vary handsome
each of the ten prongfe being well
SE T .
black
bear
skin
that
was
shot
by
Tell your grocer that
This week’s Boston pajpers announce
j formed.
Mr. Cole repro:(s {hat the/
nothing will suit you but
his death which occurred in his Mrs- Wan- R. Crowell formerly Miss
woods
were
noisy around Stacyville
Carroll Marble, who has been here
Mr. and
Iapartments at the Algonquin
C'llub Maud Lowell -of RangeleyFriday, but that the snow of Fri- |
from
Augusta
for
a
visit,,
has
been
Iwhere ibe was found dead in
his Mrs- Crowell were out hunting when
many day evening will doubtless help a
the cordially greeted by* his
■bed one morning.
Mr. Pevear was they discovered the bear and
Mr- Marble is an Alpha lot in hunting conditions- It was :
rifle irfetndis..
! a wealthy retired Lynn and Boston first s-hiot from Mr- Crowell’s
Delta
Sigma
member and most .pop the first snow o f the hunting pea- I
taking
leather manufacturer, the son of C. just missed and his wife,
ular with the younger set.—Portland son, and will surely be appreciated
K. Pevear a well known Lynn manu good aim killed the bear and has a
PressCarroll Marble iis the son by Maine sportsmen. Tracking deer
facturerMr. Pevear was 62 yeans trophy of the hunt anyone might
or moose just after a slight sno(wThe amount
of of Mr- W. S- Marble of the Rangeley fall is not difficult.
Old and leaves a wife,
son
and well be proud of.
Lake
House.
work Mr. Welch has to do
before
! daughter.
Clolse time on moose in the state
M C K E N Z IE T R A D IN G
spring tells Of his skill! and ais -he
CO.,
L I B R A R I A N P R IN C E M A K IN G C O L  of Maine begins at 12 o ’clock, Sat- #?
Phillips, Me.
It w,a|s my pleasure one evening now takes the lead among taxider
urday night, and w'ill last until
L E C T IO N when at Mountain View to meet E. mists in mounting trout and sal
Nov. 1/ 1914.
The shortening of the
S. Gifford of Elm|wood Farm, Lewis mon his fish panels are greatly ad
In the last bulletin of the State open season has worked for the benton Junction, who is taking a gi-eat mired.
library H. C. Prince, the librarian, 1efit of the moose, as fewer were shot
interest in the f-oxes and coon® that
made a request that pictures of the this year than ev*e<r beforeA t the fish hatchery* the work this
he has on his farm, where he in*
different libraries o f the State be |
____________________
teoidts to raise thean„ and
for the fall has been very satisfactory, in
sent
to
him.
It
is
his
desire
that
Subscribe
now for Maine WoodBj
the
past year has been! ©xperiimentin/J the ipool bdow the dam. near
these pictures be placed in the State ..
,
____
A
»
I
the
only
nevnspBiper
o f its kind in
in .caring for them in their home on hatchery the trout and sailinon in library, in order that visitors may
autumn
came
into
fnom
the
stream-,
the farmMr. Giffioixl with.
Ed
see what the cities and towns are th© world.
Mo.rris.o-n guide was on his
return in large number© than ever before, providing in the Amy o f
library
fromi several days’ bunting at Ken- which proves the old saying “ there buildings.
So far, Mr. Prince has
O
»< *• »» and had with him two fine are as big fish in the lake as have received but one picture, and that is
ever been caught.”
The day the
(of the beautiful library* at Portlandwlth
t**1" 13 tlm* h<!
Is Often Urnatural.
A dime brings uiiistrated guide, it tells how. shot with a rifle that wasmade pool was ‘tswept” with the seine 200 ] This picture, however, is enough to
tailing: the first time in print the treasured sec-I
.
_
fish were taken.
A numlber of
rets r>f the wisest old trapper in this country, it s S e v e r a l yea,r6 OgO for him1 Ml G er"
start the collection and Mr- Prince
An extra hard day’ s work may tire
wortb dollars to you.
many and will kill at a great dis them weighed 12 pounds and ther .hopes within the next few weeks to
TRAPPER'S SUPPLY CO.
you.
But if the close of every day finds
tanceMr- Gifford has hunted in were many from five to eig!ht pound receive pictures from all part©
BOX W." OAK PARK. ILL.
of you worn and weary—your system
each.
The fish were all placed in |
the state.
i needs a TONIC.
one of the ponds near the hatchery
where they were kept until they are S P E C IM E N
“ L. F . ” Atwood’s Medicine taken
OF
BLUE
GOOSE
stripped of the spawn and then
daily, drives away that “ tired feeling.”
NEVER
BEFORE FO UND
It has helped New England folks earn
they are returned to the lake to
(H E R E .
- ,
the name of being “ tireless workers,”
grow bigger and perhaps be tempt
and Mrs. Brown’s letter tells why it
ed by a big bunch oif “ garden tack
where to go for the best fall hunting
A young blue goose wap shot at
has become their favorite tonic.
le” or the feathered hook” of some Tsle au Haut by J. F. Conley
of
angler, and later
reported as a York island, recentlyThis is the W est Farmington. M e.:
“ great -catch” in the Maine Woods.
“ As my mother, Mrs. Smith, is writ
first record o f th© blue goose ever

WILL! WELL!

Fly R o d ’s N ote R ook

WELL!

G. F. LOWELL
CO.
Freeport, Me.

J

Best Bread—
and M ore of It

Slaw's Pneumatic Smoker

TH U T “ TIRED FEELING”

IF IN DOUBT
WRITE

for information concerning hotels and camps, to

MAINE INFORMATION BUREAU,
Phillips,

Maine

Several hunters this fall have reerness in the Rang^leys that to all
erness in the Rangeley that to all
appearances were killed by bobcats,
and two have been shot this fall.
Near Quimby pond -Otto Lamib she
one which weighed 20 pounds and.
said to be the largest killed in this
region for years-

having been found in Maine. The
blue goose breed® in Hudson 1 bayterritory smd winters on the west
coast of CaliforniaThis specimen
is'a young bird,, and it is ^luppoeed
that it wandered to Maine with
geese of another variety.
It is a
fine specimen/, and the fact that it
has never been found here before
makes it o f considerable ihterel t.

ing in praise of your“ L. F. ” Atwood’s
Mediciue, I, too, would like to tell you
that I think it one of the best house
hold remedies. I consider it one of the
best tonics on the m arket.”
(Signed) Mrs. Ida Brown.
The Big Bottle costs only 35 cents.
Trial Bottle FREE.
“ L. F .” MEDICIN

1
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CD-

upon herself
tajsk of making a 1 struck out in tlhe direction from moose weighed S00 pounds or more,
iam J. Hobbs, of Malden, Mass..,
I ami was a magnificent specimen. Mr
pot of hot coffee to drink with
our whence the shots had comevice president of the lips pm & nam e
with, the Cluster also secured two fine d,eer,
lunch.
While the cofte,© was brew i met Ellis coming back
railroad.
Mr. Hclbfcsi is also gen
It was cm the ninth o f November,
i
news
that
he
had
shot
another
big a buck and a doe.
Mr. Leard got eral manager of the Sandy River &
ing, we set to work and pitched our
1912* that Ellis T. and 1 met
at
We congratulated ourselves two deerJ. B- Wtog, a
third Rangeileyi Uakt/.s, lafflrpad
tent.
Say, boys, we were bun) ry- buckand in
Grand Prairie, B. C., for the purpose
ou our good luck.
YVe had
only member off the party, remained
in his various business trips: to this
And the way the chicken, bread and
0I going cm a door hunt.
We had
butter, pie and cake disap.peared was seen four deer and had bagged them the woods for a longer visitsection haisi mode friends who extend
piamujd this little outing two months
allAfter dre/ssipg the buck Ellis
The Theta Chi boys of the Uni coniggajfculati on s.
simply marvellous.
At two o ’clock,
before.
1 might say here that Ellis
had shot we marked out a trail on versity off Maine have been
pre
we took a few hurried snapshots but
wa«s only a boy of seventeen, but big
i wihioh to bring him but tjhe next sented with .a big dcie by Joe M r
the light was not good and
then
tad mujscular f-oT hie ageHe had
day.
This last buck
had been Ohslker, who shot it in the vicinity IN F O U R S T A T E S 13 H A V E B L _ N
our escorts started on their peturn
K I L L E D , 72 I N J U R E D .
not as yet had the pleasure amd ex 
|
struck
by
the
four
bullets
that Ellis of Smith’s pond, in company with
tripperience of shooting a deer,
al|bad fired at him, but only
two YVilliam Carrigan and Bert YVe'jich.
Left to ourselves, wre set to work
The killing of 5180 deer in iMa.ne,
though he hod taken, part in tw o or
i would have proved fatalThis w.aa This was Joe’s first adventure
in
three deer hunts.
We had arranged L’ut,t*n-£ sl)ruce boughs tor our bed [ exceptionally good
marksmanship, the wilds off Maine, and he is much Neiw; Hjaimiptsnire Ve.fnont a nd| Mkiosof
achu|Sett$ this tailt cost the lives off
to make our camp juet over
the and getting in a good supply
j nevertheless, as they were all run- pleased at hiis good luckWe went to bed carly
13 persons and intore or less serious
summit of the high mountains, south firewood, ning shots, down a steep hill, thickHroprietor J. \VT Crafty off the
injuries to 72 ojthers.
The
aeer
of the prairie.
We intended
to that night and after a good sleep |ly timbered.
Penqbscot Exchange, has bought am
season closed in, Massachusetts a
had
take a hoTs© along, to carry 0ur duf- j " ere uh brigjht and
early,
! The next morning we arranged to albino deer from C. H,- Grover
of
lie up the mountain-side and then breakfast and were a way by day- hunt for four or five hours before Harrington, which Mr. Grover shot- week ago and will end in Vermont
The snow was about a foot
to-morrow, ,but hunters in
Maine
picket him out as there was an a- light.
: bringing in' the bufcik thlat we had The deer weighs 193 pounds, and
deep,
with
no
oru/st,
which
made
stfi
and
New
Hampshire
have
two
weeks
bundance of grass in the vicinity of
Mr.
We bagged the night before- YVe were has five points on each horn.
left in which k> track their quarry.
the spring where we were to pitch hunting comparatively easy.
only out About an hour when
we Crafty js to have the deer mounted,
Maine* as usual, leads the north
our tent.
This little plan of ours had been out about two hours when jumped two big does. They flagged and it win probably grace the of
we
came
upon
the
fresh
track
of
a
ern
New England'states in the num
bad to be abandoned, however, as
j us and were gone before
we had fice of the Penobscot Exchange,
ber
ef deer hunting fatalities.
Of
big
buckWe
took
it
up
and
had
we got word that there wa® a foot
time to shoot.
Just then a big which has alreadyi one of the finest
tbe 11 persons killed in that state,
of snow on the top o f the mountain, not followed it more than a quart ■buck, with sixteen points, made his collection of deer heads in
the
four were mistaken for deer and shot
uid to make matters worse,
snow er of a mile when I heard Ellis, appearance from behind a rid'gJe a- countryby other hunters, six were killed by
who
was
a
few
paces
behind
me
commenced falling that very after
bout a hundred yards away.
I
Just then I heard
the accidental discharge of their own
noon and continued falling ail that saji “ Stop.”
drew a bead on him and down he C H A I R M A N N E L S O N S O U N D S
A weapons aud a little girl was acci
He had seen the buck
sight, and in the morning everjithing
sk00*; dropped.
He gave a few. kicks and
W A R N IN G dentally shot by- an older brother
was covered to the depth of four or jL in g under a tree about seventy
1then lay quite still with his head
I who was cleaning a rifle. More than
five laches with a beautiful mantle yards away aud had fired at him down hillI ran up to within twett
Lyman H. Ns son, chairman off the j 60 persons were wounded in gunning
With
of white.
The only thing for us to |while ho was getting up.
1ty yards o f him to give
him his Maine Highway Goman iss ion,
w» accidentsdo no>w- was to get some one to go j one bound the buck wafs out of quietus, but champed tt-y mind as I one of the leading speakers
at
The N.ew- Plampshire and Vermont
with us to b ria j back our horse as sight, but on reaching the spot whei thought that he was dead already. t'he Dairymen’s meeting at Lawiston.
haunting seasons were acocinipauied
w© couldn't possibly picket him. out his bed was, we found that he had I then hurried on over the
next In his address Mr. NeLson sounded r,
Four perfsens
fu the deep snowBut we
could left a well-marked trail of blood. ridge where the two does had dis warning likely to be brought home by one fatality- ea»chI
congratulated
Ellis
on
his
prowess
were
wounded
in
New
Hampshire
find no one that had the time
or ,
appeared!, but met Eilis com ing back to nianj states within a short time:
I was gneatly pleased
and two in Vermont.
inclination to do soAt last a as a hunter.
to see what I had shot.
YVe re “ Bad roads’’ declared Mr.
Nelson,
he
No ,one was killed during Massa
young lady friend of ours. Miste McT- with the cool manner in which
traced our steps to where I
had m©ans the distribution of your pro
YVe were seen
but
consented to accompany us on horse ! had done the trick|left the buck.
On arriving at the ducts within a less radius and at chusetts’ open week on deer,
come
back to the top of the mountain if in hot pursuit expect irj^ to
place where I had left the deer, I jreater expense than will be the cars four persons were slightly woundeo,,
one of them being shot as he was
someone would go along to
ride upon our quarry at any moment, but j was nonplussed to find that he had under better roadsNo one will
bringing a deer out of the woods ,on
back with herW « repeated this we were greatly mistaken on that j actually disappearedHis tracks challenge the statement that the
\Y:e
suggestion to Mr. W , an old bach score as we soon found out.
i showed how lie had drugged
hits cost of transportation is an import his shoulderselor friend o f ours, who aiwa^yte liked would have left the ta®k of trailing hind quarters in the snoav down the ant factor in the cost of Living,
Deer seenu to have been
more
to believ© that he was still young, him until the next day but snow be hill for some distance, then his hind and that road conditions are a large plentiful in Masssphusetts/ than in
snd consequently had a soft spot in : gan to fall qui'e heavily and ctf feet tor a »pelll, and finally we could part of the cost o f transportation.
other parts of New England.
A l
bis heart for the fail- sex.
He [ course that settled the question. I see wlhtere he had regained strength
In fact t'bls subject has become though the season was of only a
gladlji fell in with our wishes, and After we had followed his track for enough to use his fet.
were
As we traii* almost a mania with' some, and I week duration 1580 animals
was only too pleased to accompany over two hours, we came to a liUte i ed him we found that he w-.as gat- venture to predict that if the en killed.
There were only three .coun
■creek where we quenched our thirst
deer
j ting stronger as he travelled along- thusiasm in this direction is noff ties in the state in which
After crossing
were
shot,
Suffolk
county
and
Dukes
It was about ten a. ni. when we and ate our lunch.
j YYre followed him! for four hours and soon tempered with
prudence, this
the creek, the buck travelled up a
got started on otfr little journey up
never even &ot a glimpse o f him- country and ev^ry municipality in it and Nantucket counties, oomiprising
the mountain.
Our camping ground hill which was covered with fallen Finally we gave him up in disgust will be overloaded and sunk, not in Martha’s Vineyard and Nantucket Is
timberThe tracks through
the
was only two miles up from the base
1and wended our way back to camp, the m.ir,e of bad roadis but in
the lands.
fallen
timber
showed
strong
indica
of the mountain, but it took ute i
Since the Maine season opened on
I picking up the other buck on our mire of good roads’ debt.
There
tions of weakness.
Another coup/je
Dearly twio hours to make it as the
Oct.
1, more than 1900 deer and 45
! way out.
We found that we must are thousand® off people in
this
going was very hard, the snow be of hundred yaj-cLs brouj t t us to the , have ‘‘ creased’’ the buck, thereby country to'day who are advocating moose have been killed • In New
sharp
ing so soft.
The horses were con  spot where he had nuade a
paralyzing him i’cr a few, minutesschemas for government
amounts Hampshire wher© each county has
turn to the rigiht. About fifty yards
tinually (slipping, owing to their feet j
\\,e had arranged 'With a packer without any real regard as to how its own open, hunting iseason, about
from the turn we saw him lying
balling up with the snow.
In one i
, to bring us up a couple of horses those bonds will ever be paid, and lOU. deer have been shot. The same
■stance Miss M cT’s horse fell flat down, with his head well up, look ; che u&xt day besides our duffle, we without a carefully fo rk e d out fi' conditions prevailed in
Vermont
ing at usEili£ promptly dispatch
On his side, but did not uniseat the
concluded to \_et up earty tbe next nanoiail system. No less a man tha where 1600 deer have been killedrider, who coolly stepped off and ed him with a bullet in the neck
morning and take two of them down James J. Hill in a recent address
jllowed him to regain his test. Whan! We
dreS6ed hIm
tb3n to the foot of the mountain
by delivered before the Bankers’ As. e o  K I L L I N G OF H U N T E R S CAUSED
we finally reached our campimel sat down and di IcuBsed the possihil ; hand.
\Vre did so and met the pack lation, while he did not mention the
s
BY W H I S K E Y .
ground our muscles were aching wit. ity of ever getting him to .camp. I er with the tw© horses on his way i^ood roads movement in particular,
We
finally
decided
to
leave
him
the strenuous exertion, and even
lapWe returned wiith hlqi to our did forsee the dangersi ahead in the To the Editor of Maine Woods:
the horses were dripping with per where he was until the morrow, and ] camp a.ud finally- reached the Grand constantly growing increase of mun I Killing of hunters in the forest
in tlhe meantime to ascertain how
spirationWe lost no time in I etPrairie hotel in time for a good, icipal indebtednessMany
states j has .been charged to use of whiskey
far
we were from camp, and
t'he
ting the duffle o ff the horse’s back,
i hearty dinner.
Needless to say we and counties throughout the union in the Adirondaoks, where
every
shortest
and
easiest
way
to
itYVe
starting a fire and getting water up
were well pteflsed with our outing are borrowing money right and left border village seflls the articlefrom the spring.
Miss McT. took followed our track back to where i and we hope to try our luck there for sinking tbe bonds or for main
Bntr-hoWi about Grand Old S^ate
we first saw- the buck,
then we
again this season.—R. C. B. in Rod taining the highways after they are of Maine and Vermont as a
ride
struck tliroin h the bush in the di
; & Gun.
runnerCan we call the many kill
built.
They
are
going
headlong
in
rection in which we thought
our
to th'i's matter without regard rod ed in those states due to whiskey 7
camp must be.
YYe had
only
S K I L L OF care as to the form of construction, There is none there, says the lav .
tramped about a mile, when climb W I T H T H E H U N T E R S S. E- Stanton.
and without regard to the great
P R IN C E TO N W OMAN.
FAMOUS
ing a hill to get a better lay of the
general
principle
that
bonded
in
land, we discovered that we were
BACKWOODS
The total amount off deer arriving debtedness should be for permanent
within half a mile o f our
campin
Bangor in 1912 was about 3,200. resultsWhile
we
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this
ridge,
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saw
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a doe standing about seventy-five In order for the present Shipments
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ly downed her with a bullet in the erage of over 100 deer a day have
Georgetown in Sagadahoc, count.m
neck.
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trying to break int.o the
big
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are
left
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i appeared almost in the sail e place.
T»n first edition was exhausted much
game business, but the pres® agent
the
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passi
I
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this
one
in
the
same
man
•sowar than we expected and the pexput% Awni«nd was »<> great for a second ner as I did the first.
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t4)tk>n that we puhllsrtied an enlarged
that this average will not be main to divert much off the stream of gun
•at Improved edition to be
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bv our ropes to their heads and toted
year.
awdl (jxwtpuld) at the low price named. them down to camp.
The mooise hunting sea ners to that setetiomi this
After oat in j tained.
Stainjrti ac T w elve eenffs, postpaid.
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is
over,
and
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who
have
ja
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supper
of
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•spted
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i liver and om'oms and tea and toast been attracted to the woods in the will have som© good effect for the
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we went to bed and were soon hill- hope of getting a deer as well ai> a next gumming sea,son- In a Recent,
|ed to sleep by the s'gking swish, o f moose will not be drawln to the fo r is.sue of the Bath' Times the Geon eMaine W oods conducts a firsttoiwn press agenit had the following:
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' the wind through the pines- We a* ests.
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large
and
■
Mrs. S- Q- Tenney, wife of
the
class Jo El Department. It is veil
R E S O R T S A N D R O A D S 1woke quite refreshed tflie next mom! ing from our bed off spruce boughs, w.ell'known Princeton guide, “ Skiff” exciting stor ice o f a caribou which
equipped with modern type and
Woods has frequent v in- and rendy for another hard
days Tenney, is one of tfn-e best women is said to be roaming the woods of
our
little
island.
Milton
Pimkham
shots in the state off Maine,
yhe
for maps of the fishing re- j wonk.
W e got an early start
machinery, and is in charge o f
We can we kni9W tbat wie had a hard
to
o f hhe state, etc.
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by and Ralph Davis were the lust
experienced men.
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Her see itbefore us iff we were to bring that bringing doiwn a fine buck.
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Somerset County ....................... . .60' big buck out.
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R. R. map off Malue ......................^5
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Androse oggtn Couuty ...................... 36 within half a mile off camp when we ing down a fine buck with him He
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and comptroller of the Main©
fkaxiberliand County ..........................35 crossed a very fresh deer
track. said thiat there are atborut six inches
H»a<x.>Gk County .................................50 Leaving tine buck on the trail Ellis of snow there, and the hunters look Central railroad, and Miss Janet
Kennebec Couuty ............................ -35
Webb, dau'-liter of the late Judge
County ...........................................3,5 followed the track wfhiTe I made a for better hunting conditions.
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Lincoln aoid SagiadaJioc Countde* ,3u ^et,OUr
left in case the deer
H. J. Glaister and C. PI. Leard off Nathan Webb of Portland,
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**<>* tmeen
Parish
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by
Rev.
John
Carroll
Molumku®,
where
Mr.
Gla/ster
shlot
Tort County ................................... 36 minutes after we separated I heard
The bride was attended
the biggest moose that has been ParkinsJ. W BRACKETT CO., ElTis fire four shots in quick 'Succes b-ought
by
her
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Mr®. Latham True,
into Bamgo.r this seaisen
sion.
After waiting for a few
Phillips,
Maine. minutes, and seeing no deer appear, from1 any place in MaineThe and the i-noclm ,!b.y his brother, W ill
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Where To Go In Maine

G- A- FI.—iJ- E. Ca’n, Dayton, Ohio; can skunk, and from the fact that
One day he bid goodbye to his
very
sweetheart,
C- D. Coburn, Mechanics burg, Ohio; lie is such a hardy animal,
winter,
Gathered his hunting togs and gun, ; J. A. Blunt, Greensboro, Ala.; A. prolific and hibernates in
Took an early train for the Woods C- Connor- Springfield, 111.; F. A. thus climating the cost and ca:e
is
Godcharles, Milton,, Pa. Tournament and feed, that the fur which
of Maine,
committee- 'T. E- Doremus, chairman j commonly known as Alaska Sable
To hunt, have recreation and fun£
Come to OTTER POND CAMPS for
'X I
Wilmington, Del-; F- B. Clark, N.ew is so extensively used, we are pre
He got off the train at Schoodic,
MOOSE
BEAR
4
York City; T- H. Keller, New York dicting for Mr- Ramisay a.ud the
On the Bangor & Aroostook line;
l
City; J- T. Skelly, Wilmington, Del.; stock holders o f this company, re
4
DEER
BIRDS
£ Spent four weeks at Lakeside
W. B. Stadtfeld, San Francisco, Cal.; turns, second only to tbe Black Fox
Camps,
%
GEORGE H. McKENNEY, The Forks, Maine
|
Where food aud hunting wene fine. H. McMurchey, Fulton,, N- Y. Trophy industry o f the same place, which
Committee—F. B. Clark, Chairman; last year in moist ranches,
paid
We were there when he stopped at
T. E- Doremus, A. W- Higgins, New dividends to their stock holders of
the station*
Lake Parlin House and Camps
York City.
Gun Club Organiza from 2.00 to 900 per cent.-—Howard
He got off with his baggage and a
tion—F.
B.
Clark,
Chairman; T- H. Wood Chief wardenP isicataiquis) Ow
,chuim,
Are delightfully situated on shore of Lake
Parlin on direct line from Quebec to R angeley Declaring that every hour of his
Keller, A. F. Hebard, New York City
Mr. Wood also informed us that
Lakes, popular thorough-fare for automo
he has a brother who is engaged in
vacation,
biles. being a distance of 122 miles each way.
Lake Pailin and the 12 out ponds in the
HO O N B R E A K S 195 A T ST. T H O M  the black fox ranching business
radius of four miles furnish the best of fly While in the Maine woods he’d
fishing the whole season The house and
ASin that place.
v
carry
a
gun.
camps are new and have all modern conven
iences. such as baths, gas lights, open rock He ate a hearty supper that evening,
fireplaces, etc. The cuisine is unexcelled.
Tlie annual Grand International L A R G E S T S A L M O N IN C O U N T R Y
Canoeing, boating, bathing, tennis, moun Then filled his pipe and had a
tain climbing, automobiling. etc.
Shoot at St- Thomas,, Ontario, De
smoke,
FROM M A I N E Write for booklet.
H. P. McKENNEY, Proprietor,
Jarkmau, Maine
cember 1, —5, brought together the
He went to bed at eight, to sleep
usual big crowd of expert amateur
he had not long to wait,
Glen Ridge, N. J .f Dec. 8— For hav
and professional shooters.
Many ing caught the largest landlocked salm
It was 10 o ’clock next morning;
splendid scores were recorded, but |on in the United States during the year
when he woke,
the
best individual score of the |the Rev. Edwin A. White, rector of
And
when
he
heard
of
the
good
Every true sportsman very well knows that half
shoot was made by W. S. IFoon of Christ Episcopal church of Bloomfield
breakfast be ha<d lost,
the pleasure of the hunting trip comes from the plan
Jewell„ Iowa, With a Marlin Trap and Glen Ridge has received from For
He looked like a bunch of roses
ning and dreaming of bringing home the game. Why
gun breaking 195 targets out of a est and Stream a large silver loving
not go this fall where you can make those dreams
struck by frost.
possible 200 on December 3, includ cup.
come true? Go where all kinds of game, both large
But he got in good humor in a
The fish was caught at Belgrade
and small can be found. This can be done at
ing a run of over 10?) straight. Mr.
little while
Lakes, Me., last May, but it was not
Ate his breakfast and dinner at the Hoon also made second high score
CH ASE POND GAMPS,
announced until last week that the
over all for the three dayi3’ shoot
same time,
clergymen was the winner of the
GUY G fiA D B O U R N E , P rop.,
ing
with
477
x
500-95
2-5
per
centAnd after all he wore a happy
trophy.
B ingham ,
M a in e ’
Mr. Hoon is one of the
bes't
smile1
The salmon caught by Mr. White
Write for booklet.
known and best liked shooters
of weighed 14 pounds and four ouncesWhen supper time came, at the
the middle west—a quiet,
steady, Its length was 31 1-4 irches, girth 19
table he was fount
consistent
shooter
who
can
always inches. , The clergyman used a - five and
Declaring he was ready to eat
F I S H I N G
be depended upon to make a good one-half ounce bamboo rod, No. 6 silk
againAT
He has many important line, single gut leader and single gut
He went to bed that night at nine; showingJohn ©arville’s Gamps
winnings to his credit, including tbe hook.
Mr. White also received the
Got up at four next morningat S p rin g L ake
Preliminary Handicap at the Grand third prize for a ten pound salmon.
feeling
fineSalmon, square tailed and lake trout. My camps
American Flandicap in 191.1,
won This fish was 29 1-2 inches in length
are most charmingly situated on the shores of
The day was cold and clear and
(Special to Maine Woods)
Spring Lake, well furnished, excellent beds,
with
the
score
of
94
x
100;
also
tied with a 17 1-2 inch girth. A fly rod
in an hour he had a deer,
Rangeley, Me., December 2—About a
purest of spring water and the table is first-class,
elevation 1,800 feet above sea level, grandest scen
weighing five ounces was used.
for
high
score
in
the
Amateur
Cham
month
ago,
some
of
the
people
of
And was back to eat again at
ery and pure mountain air. Hay fever and malaria
unknown. Spring Lake furnishes excellent Jake Rangeley met to establish a literal y
pionship, 194 x 200At the 1912 j The salmon were two of the largest
dinner
time.
trout and salmon fishing and in the neighboring
streams and ponds are abundance of brook trout. club for the winter months. The so Few enjoyed vacation in the woods
Western Independent Handicap, ama ! ever caught in Maine waters.
Buckboard roads only 2-12 miles. An ideal family
Mr. White had the salmon mounted,
summer resort. Telephone communications with ciety was named the Literary Workers
better than he\teurs only, 150 of the best shots and it now adorns his library with the
Aillage and doctor. References furnished. Terms and it has spent many profitable hours j
in the .country,, Mr. Floon was high
Every day "with chum and gun,
reasonable. Address for full particulars,
loving cup, which has the rector’s name
of study. The topic for discussion for j
JOHN CARVILLE, Flagstaff, Me.
over all with 487 x 500 (97-4%),
Over the trails he’d tramp along,
engraved thereon.— Exchange.
the
past
month
has
been
Japan.
As
a
!
BELGRADE LAK ES, MAIN Eh
with a run of 152 targets straight.
Enjoying the beautiful scenery,
The account of the above capture of
Th« B elgra de.
B est Sportsmen's Hotel suitable conclusion for the month’s !
His most notable performance this the salmon by Mr. White was published
In New England. B e «t black bass? fish subject, Mrs. Eugene Soule, chairman ft would take twenty verses of a
ing In the w orld , best trout fishing In
year was at the big Iowa
State in the Maine Woods in its issue of May
poem
Maine. Oha*. N. HIM t Son. Managers. of the programme committee for the
Shoot May 27—29, where Air- Hoon 8, 1913, and which read as follows: '
month, entertained the members of the To tell of his experiences, joys
SADDLEBACK LAKE CAMPS.
In the
won High Amateur, and High Over
(Special to Maine Woods.)
and troubles when alonesociety Monday evening at her home.
Rangeley Region. Booklet.
Hemon S. Blackwell. Dallas. Maine
Belgrade Lakes, May 5— Rev. E. A.
All other shooters, breaking 443 x
The form of entertainment was a Jap Suffice it to say that while he
450 targets; won State Champion White of Bloomfield, New Jersey, last
anese tea. The rooms were appro
■was away,
RANGELEY LAKES.
ship
with 99 x 100., won Smith Cup Saturday, May 3, caught a salmon in
priately
decorated
with
cherry
blos
He wrot© every' day to his sweet
Bald Mountain Camps are situated at
the foot o f Bald Mountain ton a good soms, chrysanthemums and Japanese
Event,
25 x 25 (tie), and 25 straight (ireat Lake, weighing 14 pounds,
heart at home.
fishing section.
Steam boat a ccom m o lanterns. The dainty refreshments of
in shoot-off; made three long runs; length 31 1-2 inches, girth 19 inches,
After weeks of hunting in the
dations O. K. Telephone at camps. T w o
mails dally. W rite for free circulars to tea, fancy cakes and marshmallow
195 straight, 134 straight,
H3 depth 8 inches, caught with 3-0 hook,
woods of Maine,
single gut leader. Mr. White was 25
AMOS ELLIS, Prop’ r.,
whip were served in Japanese style, to
straight.
^
Bald Mountain,
Maine. the guests, who were seated upon the Enjoying every minute as through
minutes landing the fish. Ralph Stew
Mr. Hoon made all of these
the woods he’d roam*
art was the guide.
floor. The ladies were dressed in gay
JIM POND G A M P S
splendid scores w’ith his “ Old R e
Japanese kimonos to ca*rry out the He left on a morning train, with a
IN DEAD RIVER REGION.
quota of game—for his home, , liable” Martin Trap Gun which he
Good fishing. Three miles buckboard Japanese idea as far as possible. Those
M A I N E M E N UN W A S H I N G T O N
shoots exclusively and prizes
very
road. Telephone. Daily Mail. Write present were Rev. Herman Child3 With his mind made up to return
highly.
again
president, Mrs. Childs, Mr. and Mrs.
for booklet.
Peter C. Keegan of Van Buren,
Full details of Marlin Trap Guns
M. M. GREEN & BROS.,
Lyman Kempton, Mr. and Mrs. Olin To the sportsmen’s paradise, the
George A. Murchie of Calais and Oscar
and all other Marlin repeating rifles
Jim Pond Camps,
Eusti9, Me. Rowe, Mrs. Lafayette Kempton, Mrs.
State of Maine.
F. Fellows o f Bangor have been in
Ernest Robbins, Mrs. Emma McCard
I
John J. Simmons. and shotguns are given in the Marli Washington in the interests of the
catalog, mailed for 3 stamps post commission having jurisdiction over
Miss Beatrice Jones, Miss Mabel Pease,
Flushing, New York.
Miss Hannah Pease, Miss Grace Graves
age by The Marlin Firearms
Co., the boundary waters o f the St. John
and Miss Elisabeth Gifford.
New
Haven,
Conn.
River between the United States and
M E E T I N G P L ACES F I X E D FOR BIG
The topic under discussion for the
Canada. Mr. Keegan and Mr. Murchie
H. M. CASTNER, Prop’r. winter
T R A P S H O O T IN G E V E N T S OF
will be South America and
who are members of the commission
1814.
Mexico.
Portland,
Maine
and Mr. Fellows as its attorney, were
---------j
there for the special purpose of urging
Thoroughly first class. The hotel for
Day-tor*
the continuance of the appropriation
Maine vacationists, tourists and sport« V A C A T IO N
DAYS
IN
M A IN E , Grand American Goes to
Againfor carrying on needed work and inves
men. All farm, dairy products, pork
WOODS.
tigations, and to obtain data for their
and poultry from our own farm, enabl
Trap shooting’s premier ev&nt in To the Editor of Maine W oods:
report which is soon to be submitted.
ing us to serve only fresh vegetables,
the
United States—the Grand Amer
Boundary disputes between the two
Greenville, Me., Dec. 5- Mr.
and
meats, butter, cream, eggs, etc.
When the summer days hajve passed
countries
have been of long standing.
ican
Handicap—will
go
next
year
to
American plan. Send for circular.
Mrs.
Herbert
W.
Ramsay
of
Truro,
and gone
And the fall of the year has come Dayton, Ohio, where the same event N. S-, who have been spending sev The commission deems the protection
was handled in record style
this eral days with their friends Mr. and and conservation of the St. John to be
again,
i
Camps at Long
year with the co-operation o f the N. Mrs- Howard Wood at their holme of the most vital importance and a
Pond.
M a n y The hunter thinks of vacation days
corps of engineers are now at work on
out-lying ponds, That he spent in the woods
of C- R. Gun Club- The Southwestern j on Indian Hill, left this morning for plans and estimates for reservoiring
Handicap
goes
to
Oklahoma.
City,
j
Prin.ce
Edward
Island,
where
MrMaineWrite
S. C. HARDEN,
and conserving the river.
Rangeley, Maine And the trails leading up
the i Okla., the Southern Handicap to j Ramsay is conducting what is know
The Maine members of the eommiiThis sion are hopeful for a continuance of
.Roanoke, Va-, the Eastern Hardi- as the Ramsay Fur Farm.
mountain,
its the necessary appropriation to carry on
; cap to Bradford, Pa-, and the West- fur farm is the only one of
MOOSELOOKMEGUNTIC HOUSE
That he had not been for most a
AND LOG CAMPS.
kind
on
the
Island1
—
that
land
of
so the protective work, which is already
i
ern
Handicap
to
Green
Bay
Michyear,
Heart of the Rangreleys. Beat fishing region.
Special June and September rates. Booklet.
These meeting places were designat many fur farms—the sole object be well under way.
And
the
blow
downs
and
the
logg
MRS. F. B. BURNS.
ed at the annual meeting of
the ing the breeding, selling and deal
ing camps
VIA RUMFORD FALLS.
Board of Directors of the Interstate ing in black and other
skunks,
D E E R S H IP M E N T S B «st
Salmon
and T rout
Ftahlng In Near where often jumped the deerAssociation for the Promotion
of and their pelts and productsMain*}.
Ftty tteihing begin* about. June Where he’d enjoyed life in the
1.
Send fo r circular.
Houve a lw a y s :
Trap Shooting, held at New Yolrk ' The company, of which Mr. Ram About H a lf As Miany Rieceived As
open
*
opon.
John
Chadw ick & O©., U p jw
City last week.
There was consid say is the head, has been recentl
Dam. Maine.
Y ea r Ago.
Before the camp fire aglow,
erable
“
rooting”
by
gun clubs
o f reorganized and recapitalized
f°r
And the tracks of the moose and
DEAD RIVER REGION
The shipments o f dieer in Port
raccoon
1 various cities interested in securing the purpose of the expansion of this
The Sargent. Up-to-date in every
one land this year has been rattuer small
particular. Maine’s ideal family vaca That .he followed for hour® through ; the star gatherings of trap shooters. business, which in the only
The delegation from tlhe Bradford year of its existence has. been found er than usual there hawing been but
tioa resort. Good fishing end hunting
the snow.
■-action
Cuisine unsurpassed. E. F The many happy nights he spent in Gun Club made an especially enthus so very profitable838 deer received here for local
Look, Prop’r, Eustis, Maine.
iastic and successful plea for the
Mr. Ramsay has just completed a sportsmen.
There were twice that
camp
tour o f the western and southwest number one year agoEastern Handicap.
One reason
From memory will never go;
OUANANICHE LODGE.
Some radical changes looking, to ern states, where he has been fortu for this is believed to be tbe ad
Grand Lake Stream, Washington Co., Me. The awrful appetite he had for
W orld wide known for its famous fishing,
improvements in trap shooting con nate enough to secure 200 skunks vance in license fees frorm $15 to
baked beans
vacation and hunting country.
Norway Pines House and Camps. Dobsis Lake When taken from the bean hole
These animals are $25 which, has had a
ditions will be announced by
the for his farm.
tendency to
Most attractive situation in Maine. Good
committees within a few days.
“ A*’' and “ AA” grade for star black. turn the sportsmen awayi fromj Maine
auto road to lodge. Plenty storage capacity for
smoking hot*
1
machines. From there oa* can take steamer ts
Officers and
committeemen to This variety is the finest known.,
Another cause is said to be due
any part of the lake territory. The best hunt Of those happy days he often
ing. fishing and vacation section of beautiful
as the pelts o f which at the London to the heavy fall rains and the con
dreams, will never be forgot- serve during 1914 were elected
Washington Co. Address for particulars W. G.
ROSE. Manager, Princeton, Me.. Dec, 1st to ; The many haPP!y days he hiked
follows:
fur sales last March brought from sequent shyness of the deer that
April 1st.
President, F. G. Drew, New Haven, $9 to
through the black growth,
have remained near tbe swamps for
RANBELBY LAKES.
Conn-; vice-president, F. B. Clark,
Mr.
Ramsay
has
been
engaged
for
And
stopped
in
the
cold
and
chilly
protection during the hunting sea*
Camp BenneL Tfcve BSrcJh**, The BMtoar.
New York City; treasurer, Elmer several years past in buying
Write for fro* otaouter.
O n * . F. <X
rain,
The law on deer will go into
and son.
BarkerMaine.
E, Shaner, Pittsburg, Pa.; secretary, selling raw' fur for the
To make hot tea from the watersi
London effect again Sunday, Dec. 14, whan
E- Reed Shaner,, Pittsburg,
Pa.; market, during which time he has close time will be declared on the
o f the brook
IT PAY8 TO A D V E R T I8 E IN MAJMB
Committee to Allot Handicaps at made a special study of the Ameri shooting of game.
WOODS. LOW A D V E R TIS IN G
How he longs for those days again.
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